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Dear Students and Families,

Welcome to the 2021-2022 school year at The Graham School. We are delighted that you are part of our learning community. The policies and procedures outlined in this family handbook are intended to support a safe, rigorous, and productive learning environment where students achieve more than they think possible and become active contributors to building a better world. Please take time to read the enclosed information and discuss it as a family.

All of our policies and procedures focus on respect for individuals as well as the community to which we belong. A prime concern is always the safety and health of students, employees, families and visitors, and adherence to the laws of our city, state and nation. Many of our policies and procedures are in place to achieve the goals set by the Ohio Department of Education, the State, and by our school. We continually strive to excel in all areas and remain a cutting edge school within our community, the state and our country as we prepare students to be leaders of their own learning both in high school and beyond.

In order to drive our Work Plan, TGS sets goals in the areas of: Mastery of Skills and Knowledge, Character, and High-Quality Work. Our 2021-2022 performance benchmarks are:

**2021-2022 Performance Benchmarks**

- All of the Graham School’s 9-12th grade students will demonstrate continued growth leading to college and career readiness, with 60% of 9th & 10th grade students meeting NWEA MAP growth targets on math and reading, and 60% or greater 11th grade students meeting the college and career readiness benchmark on the PSAT and/or SAT in Math and Evidence Based Writing and Reading (ERW) or exceed state average
- The 4-year and 5-year Graduation Rate will match or exceed the state average
- 85% of TGS students will demonstrate a HOL GPA of 3.0 or higher
- 80% of all Graham students will produce at least one piece of high-quality work per school year that reflects higher order thinking and multiple perspectives and shows evidence of multiple drafts and critique
- 80% of tasks will: reflect authentic and relevant work, include authentic formats, connect to the larger community, and allow for transfer of understanding

We need the help of our staff, students, and families to achieve these goals for the year. Communication and attendance are fundamental to achieving and exceeding these goals in order for us to maintain the quality education we provide. We appreciate your active participation in our school, and look forward to a productive year of learning for all.

Sincerely,
The Graham School Staff

**WE ARE CREW, NOT PASSENGERS.**

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
I. ABOUT THE GRAHAM SCHOOL
   A. General Information

Welcome to The Graham School! We are excited and grateful that you are joining our Crew. We are a community or public charter school. As such, we are beholden to all of the same state requirements as regular district schools. Our students take Ohio State Tests, we receive annual report cards from ODE, and we employ highly qualified teachers to educate our students. Additionally, we are tuition-free and have an open enrollment policy - meaning that we take all students unless a particular grade level is full.

We serve a diverse population that comes from all over the greater Columbus area, with about 75% of our students coming from the Columbus City Schools district. TGS’ population is approximately 55% Caucasian/White, 35% African-American/Black, and 10% Hispanic. Approximately 35% of our students have IEPs, 10% have 504’s, and 60% are Economically Disadvantaged. TGS students are all of these things and much more. Our students are Leaders of Their Own Learning, tenacious, diligent, and caring humans who deserve to be honored, seen, and heard as individuals. This understanding is woven into all that we do.

In order to best support our students, we follow a full inclusion special education model that prioritizes co-teaching; utilize a formal Social/Emotional Learning curriculum that we deliver through daily Crew; train our staff in Trauma Informed Practices, and have implemented Restorative Practices and PBIS to address behavior issues, as well as to build and maintain a community where all feel safe and valued.

The Graham School partners with EL Education, a national organization whose mission is to create classrooms where teachers can fulfill their highest aspirations, and students achieve more than they think possible, becoming active contributors to building a better world. We achieve this by engaging students and staff in work that is challenging, adventurous, and meaningful. We strive to embody our Habits of Learning and our motto: Encounter the World, Engage the Mind. As we walk through our classrooms and hallways we see these habits in action as both staff and students pursue challenges outside of their comfort zones, solve problems creatively without giving up, take initiative- striving for mastery and expertise in their craft, care for each other and our surroundings, and work together to meet the building goals outlined in our yearly Work Plan.

Again, welcome to our Crew! We are going to have a great year!
B. Mission, Vision, & Core Values Statement

Mission
The Graham School has a particular mission to urban students in Central Ohio preparing them for lifelong learning and informed citizenship through real-world experiences and rigorous academics. Fostering ownership and responsibility for their education prepares our students to be successful in college, the workplace, and other endeavors they undertake upon leaving Graham.

Vision
The Graham School's vision is to be an innovative leader in the educational world by engaging students in authentic academic work, networking with community partners, and nurturing social emotional growth to empower future citizens and leaders.

Core Values
At Graham...

- We are committed to listening, learning, unlearning, and putting our values of diversity, equity, and inclusion into action
- We vow to stand together to embrace one another fully, empower students continuously, and pursue educational justice unapologetically
- We are a safe, positive school climate
- We solve problems together in a peaceful, restorative way
- We embrace diversity
- We reflect on our experiences in order to gain fresh perspective and inform future outcomes
- We encourage student ownership and high quality work
- We believe that learning is a priority and time spent in class is important
- We use these Habits of Learning as foundational principles --Adventure & Risk, Perseverance, Self-Direction, Service & Stewardship, and Teamwork & Collaboration
- We believe that cultivating these habits has a profound impact on student achievement and the ability to thrive, both in school and beyond
- We create belonging within our school and honor our connection to the world community
- We celebrate an open mind, an open heart and an open hand
- We are CREW, not passengers
C. School Contact information

The Graham School
3950 Indianola Ave.
Columbus, OH 43214
Phone: 614-262-1111
Fax: 614-447-0558

D. People to Know

School Board Members
Steve Gussler - President
George Norris - Vice President/Treasurer
Kim Gulyassy - Secretary
Bill Dawson
Scott Lesinski
Mirria Martin

TGS Administration
Amy Vickroy - Dean & Principal
Sarai Correa - Dean
RJ Larry - Dean
Greg Brown - Superintendent & Founder
Ed Ingman - TGFS Executive Dean
James Kutnow - TGFS Executive Dean

Business Administration
Debbie Addison - Executive Director of Advancement
Cathy Baney - Business Administrator
Cheryl Long - Executive Director of Operations
Bryan Kossmann - Registrar

The Graham Family of Schools
Eileen Meers - Founder of TGFS
Jamie Lenzo - Director of Special Education
Sarah Lopienski - Educational Data Strategist
Allie Konet - Director of Counseling
Evan Rulong - Director of Career Pathways
Jennifer Smith - Treasurer
Chris Spackman - ESL Coordinator
Zach Steinberger - Lead Network Engineer
Jen Waddell - Development Coordinator
Jeff Wiseman - Lead Network Engineer

Student and Staff Support
Rachel Widmer - Counselor
Cameron Hughes - Counselor
Kathryn Livingston - Instructional Coach
Pam Boseker - Enrollment Coordinator
Buxton, Brittany - Front Desk Associate
Smith, Sheri - Front Desk Associate

Teaching & Student Support Staff
Adkins, Genevieve - Science
Channel, Randi - Art
Cross, Cristina - Student Support
Elliot, Kevin - ELA
Enns, Elliot - Social Studies
Frank, Sue - Special Ed Assistant
Franklin, Zach - CTE
Galzarano, Holly - School Psychologist
Gier, Bobbie - Math
Jackson, Rebecca - Math
Lewis, Catie - ELA
Martin, Hannah - IS
McDaniel, Katie - Transition Specialist
Patel, Chandni - Social Studies
Petit, Isabella - Student Support
Romain, Isabelle - IS
Rhode, Joanne - IS
Sasser, Katie - Student Support, CCP Psych
Serrano, Gilberto - Spanish & French
Shields, Andy - Science
Slaback, Mary - Walkabout & Internship Support
Wakeley, Laurel - ELA
Winchester, Promise - MTSS Facilitator
E. The Graham School’s Habits of Learning

Self-Direction
We are dedicated to the learning process and set goals for our learning and behavior. We take ownership of our work and our actions; take initiative when we are supposed to, and especially when there is no one looking. We strive for mastery and expertise through the process of revision and pride in craftsmanship, ultimately seeking to become artisans.

Perseverance
We never give up. We work hard and keep trying, even and especially when it gets tough. We recognize when we need help and elicit it. We are resourceful and work to solve problems creatively. We understand that some things are going to be hard—yet we persist to achieve more than we thought we could. We can adapt to challenges, remaining diligent and establishing a network of social and academic supports. We continue to revise our work until expectations are met or exceeded.

Teamwork & Collaboration
“We are crew, not passengers.” We work together to meet our goals, supporting each other through the journey. We celebrate each other’s successes and problem solve, when necessary. We are a team. We hold each other accountable for our actions, goals, and achievements. We cultivate relationships to enhance and strengthen bonds of commitment to our community.

Service & Stewardship
We “get smart to do good” in our community. We see service not as an isolated action, but as a way of being a member of a community. We take responsibility for our community and the environment around us by caring for each other and our surroundings. Our campus reflects our talents, creativity, and commitment to maintaining beautiful spaces. We think about how our words and actions affect the people around us; work to be kind and considerate to others; and seek to understand and relate to diverse perspectives.

Adventure & Risk
We honor and model our school motto, “Encounter the World and Engage the Mind” by pursuing challenges and opportunities outside of our comfort zone that allow us to grow. We are courageous, passionate, and attentive to our self-discovery. We understand that there are many routes to knowledge and realize that failure along the journey is essential to learning. We believe that success without the experience of adversity brings only a limited sense of accomplishment.
F. Restorative Practices at The Graham School

Restorative Circles - Alternative to traditional discipline

What are Restorative Practices? Restorative Practice was originally used in the justice context and has been adapted for use in schools. It is a set of principles and practices centered on promoting respect, taking responsibility and strengthening relationships. It invites a fundamental shift in the way we think about and do justice, from punishing individuals after wrongdoing to repairing harm and preventing its reoccurrence. It is an alternative to retributive zero-tolerance policies that mandate suspension or expulsion of students from school for a wide variety of misbehaviors that are not necessarily violent or dangerous. It complements the vision of TGS-- holistic in its approach to education; developing the social-emotional skills necessary for a civil society as well as supporting strong academics.

When we meet in Restorative Circles the first goal is community-building, creating a safe environment for all. Circles are an important way for all involved to invest in the school community. A circle keeper (facilitator) starts by setting norms for behavior and attitude and then asking questions related to topics that matter to the school community. One person talks at a time and all other circle participants actively listen. All who are present in the circle problem-solve together and collaboration is enhanced. Self-respect and appreciation for others is emphasized. All those present benefit from the opportunity to speak for themselves and listen to their peers as well as our teachers who actively participate as well.

What are the features of a successful Restorative Practices system?

The core belief of Restorative Practices is that PEOPLE WILL MAKE POSITIVE CHANGES IN THEIR BEHAVIOR WHEN THOSE IN AUTHORITY DO THINGS WITH THEM RATHER THAN FOR THEM OR TO THEM.

Therefore a successful Restorative system does the following things:

- Acknowledges that relationships are central to building community
- Builds systems that address misbehavior and harm in a way that strengthens relationships
- Focuses on the harm done rather than only on rule breaking
- Gives voice to the person harmed
- Engages in collaborative problem solving
- Empowers change and growth
- Enhances Responsibility
G. What Does it Mean to be an EL Education High School?

Rigorous Academics and Real-World Learning
Our school has a rigorous curriculum that exceeds the admission standards for most colleges and universities. The curriculum promotes a high level of student engagement through real-world learning focused on issues of concern to young people. It has strong fieldwork and service components.

Learning Expeditions
Learning Expeditions are long-term, in-depth studies that make content come alive for students. They offer real-world connections that inspire students toward higher levels of academic achievement. Learning expeditions involve students in original research, critical thinking, and problem solving, and they build character along with academic scholarship.

Building Character and an Ethic of Service
Service permeates the school community both as an important element of academic work and as an ethic that fosters respect and support among all members of the school community. At The Graham School, we are crew, not passengers. Students also learn that character values such as responsibility, collaboration, perseverance, and craftsmanship are essential to success in high school and beyond.

Crew
Each student at our school is a member of a crew. Crews discuss literature they have read, local or national issues of concern, and issues within the crew or school community. Crews also have common adventure and service experiences to develop teamwork and friendship. Your crew leader will know you well and will serve as your advisor.

Portfolios
Students at our school organize and reflect on their work in portfolios. As they approach graduation, students select examples of their work in each academic discipline to build graduation portfolios that are presented to a panel of adults.

Strong Focus on College Preparation
All students will meet college entrance requirements by graduation and will be proficient in the core subject areas of English language arts, math, science, and social studies as well as a variety of elective subjects. Staff members will help students make the best college choices including taking them to visit colleges and helping them through the college application and financial aid process.
H. EL Core Practices

Expeditionary Learning’s Core Practices address five key dimensions of life in school.

Curriculum
Our approach to curriculum makes content and skill standards come alive for students by connecting learning to real-world issues and needs. Academically rigorous learning expeditions, case studies, projects, fieldwork, and service learning inspire students to think and work as professionals do, contributing high-quality work to authentic audiences beyond the classroom.

Instruction
Our classrooms are alive with discovery, inquiry, critical thinking, problem-solving, and collaboration. Teachers talk less. Students talk and think more. Lessons have explicit purpose, guided by learning targets for which students take ownership and responsibility. In all subject areas, teachers differentiate instruction and maintain high expectations in order to bring out the best in all students and cultivate a culture of high achievement.

Culture and Character
Our school builds a culture of respect, responsibility, courage, and kindness, where students and adults are committed to quality work and citizenship. School structures and traditions such as crew, town meeting, exhibitions of student work, and service learning ensure that every student is known and cared for, that student leadership is nurtured, and that contributions to the school and world are celebrated. Students and staff are supported to do better work and be better people than they thought possible.

Assessment
School leaders, teachers, and students embrace the power of student-engaged assessment practices to focus students on reaching standards-based learning targets and drive achievement. Students continually assess and improve the quality of their work through the use of models, reflection, critique, rubrics, and work with experts. Staff members engage in ongoing data inquiry and analysis, examining everything from patterns in student work to results from high-stakes tests.

Leadership
School leaders build professional learning communities that focus on student achievement and continuous improvement, use data wisely, and boldly shape school structures to best meet student needs. Leaders celebrate joy in learning and build a school-wide culture of trust and collaboration. Leadership in our schools goes beyond a single person or team – it is a role and expectation for all.
I. EL Design Principles

Expeditionary Learning is built on ten design principles that reflect the educational values and beliefs of Outward Bound. These principles also reflect the design’s connection to other related thinking about teaching, learning, and the culture of schools.

1. THE PRIMACY OF SELF-DISCOVERY
Learning happens best with emotion, challenge and the requisite support. People discover their abilities, values, passions, and responsibilities in situations that offer adventure and the unexpected. In Expeditionary Learning schools, students undertake tasks that require perseverance, fitness, craftsmanship, imagination, self-discipline, and significant achievement. A teacher’s primary task is to help students overcome their fears and discover they can do more than they think they can.

2. THE HAVING OF WONDERFUL IDEAS
Teaching in Expeditionary Learning schools fosters curiosity about the world by creating learning situations that provide something important to think about, time to experiment, and time to make sense of what is observed.

3. THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR LEARNING
Learning is both a personal process of discovery and a social activity. Everyone learns both individually and as part of a group. Every aspect of an Expeditionary Learning school encourages both children and adults to become increasingly responsible for directing their own personal and collective learning.

4. EMPATHY AND CARING
Learning is fostered best in communities where students’ and teachers’ ideas are respected and where there is mutual trust. Learning groups are small in Expeditionary Learning schools, with a caring adult looking after the progress and acting as an advocate for each child. Older students mentor younger ones, and students feel physically and emotionally safe.

5. SUCCESS AND FAILURE
All students need to be successful if they are to build the confidence and capacity to take risks and meet increasingly difficult challenges. But it is also important for students to learn from their failures, to persevere when things are hard, and to learn to turn disabilities into opportunities.

6. COLLABORATION AND COMPETITION
Individual development and group development are integrated so that the value of friendship, trust, and group action is clear. Students are encouraged to compete, not against each other, but with their own personal best and with rigorous standards of excellence.

7. DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Both diversity and inclusion increase the richness of ideas, creative power, problem-solving ability, and respect for others. In Expeditionary Learning schools, students investigate and value their different histories and talents as well as those of other communities and cultures. Schools and learning groups are heterogeneous.

8. THE NATURAL WORLD
A direct and respectful relationship with the natural world refreshes the human spirit and teaches the important ideas of recurring cycles and cause and effect. Students learn to become stewards of the earth and of future generations.

9. SOLITUDE AND REFLECTION
Students and teachers need time alone to explore their own thoughts, make their own connections, and create their own ideas. They also need to exchange their reflections with other students and with adults.

10. SERVICE AND COMPASSION
We are crew, not passengers. Students and teachers are strengthened by acts of consequential service to others, and one of an Expeditionary Learning school’s primary functions is to prepare students with the attitudes and skills to learn from and be of service.
J. Family Involvement in The Graham School

Supporting Success
Parent involvement in The Graham School is essential to creating an effective school community in which all students succeed. At The Graham School, parents are responsible for:

Creating an effective learning environment at home
- Set a schedule and structure to make sure your student completes his or her work. Limit TV time. Keep books and other reading materials available and set aside a time to read each day.

Learning about and supporting The Graham School's values and programs
- Permit your student to participate in fieldwork and extended trips.
- Be familiar with and discuss with your student The Graham School's Habits of Learning and Student Rights and Responsibilities.
- Attend school-wide activities each year.

Staying informed about your child's progress
- Attend all of your student's conferences and exhibition nights.
- Read teacher communications and promptly return permission slips and other communications asking for parent response.

Volunteer Opportunities
Parent volunteers enrich the life of our school and provide invaluable help. We appreciate any time you might be able to spend supporting The Graham School. On many occasions, a parent's special skills and experience can make a valuable contribution to the classroom, fieldwork, or school projects/expedition work.

Nondiscrimination Policy: The Graham School continues its policy of nondiscrimination on the basis of race, age, gender, religion, sexual orientation, color; national origin, handicap or disability, as applicable in its educational program, activities and employment policies. This policy is in compliance with Title IX of the 1972 Educational Amendments, Title V1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Regulations of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act and all other applicable state, federal and local laws and ordinances.
II. THE GRAHAM SCHOOL LEARNING COMMUNITY

A. Student Rights and Responsibilities

STUDENT RIGHTS

- **Learning:** Every student has the right to expect high-quality learning experiences at The Graham School and at our Partner Sites. Every student has the right to expect The Graham School faculty, staff and administration to be prepared to guide high-quality learning experiences each day. To ensure this the following aspects of our school should be expected:
  - High standards for academics, experiential work, and character.
  - Small school environment where students know their peers and teachers well, and are able to establish positive relationships with both as the year progresses.
  - A learning environment focused on active learning where students are active participants in learning, not passive recipients of learning.
  - Consistent opportunities for cooperative working situations with peers and staff.
  - Opportunities to extend learning outside of the classroom, including hands on experiences that enrich our academic and personal lives.
  - Relevant projects that will seek to address real needs in our community and that will be shared with authentic audiences that include more than teaching staff.

- **Safety:** Every student has the right to be safe and protected at The Graham School and at our Partner Sites.

- **Respect:** Every student has the right to expect The Graham School faculty, staff and administration to treat him/her with respect and courtesy at all times.

- **Expression:** In matters of school governance (except in areas involving issues of health, safety, academics and scheduling) every student has the right to have an equal voice and vote through The Graham School Town Meeting.

- **Planning:** Every student has the right to assist in the development and implementation of his/her education.

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES

- **Attendance:** Every student is responsible for attending school and all required school functions, including Partner Site obligations, every day unless the student is justifiably excused. Furthermore, students are responsible for attending all of their classes and Partner Site work, and arriving to school, to Partner Sites, and to each class on time. This is essential to meet our goal of 95 percent attendance for the school year. Please
see Section IV, I: Policy on Truancy and Attendance for more information on both The Graham School policy and Ohio attendance legislation.

- **Preparation**: Every student is responsible for coming to school and to class each day prepared to contribute and participate in his/her learning environment to the fullest extent of his/her capabilities. Students are expected to come to class with books, paper, writing instruments and all other material that is required for them to take an active part in their learning environment.

- **Participation**: Every student is responsible for participating in classes, Partner Site obligations and all other school related functions to the best of his/her ability every day. Students are encouraged to participate in class discussions, projects, programs and activities and to ask for help when something is unclear.

- **Self-Direction**: Much is expected from each student at The Graham School. At the core level, we expect each student at Graham to be willing to develop a sense of ownership and responsibility for his/her education. How this manifests itself within each student is unique.

- **Compliance**: The Graham School has adopted policies, procedures and a Code of Conduct. It is the responsibility of each student to be aware of, to understand and to abide by these simple, fair and common-sense rules.

## B. Parent/Guardian Rights and Responsibilities
(For the purposes of this handbook, The Graham School will use the words "Parent(s)" and/or "Parental" to refer to both Parents and Legal Guardians)

**PARENT/GUARDIAN RIGHTS**

- Parents have the right to expect that they and their child will be treated with respect and courtesy and that The Graham School will create a learning environment that is safe, nurturing and academically challenging for their child.

- Parents have the right to expect high-quality learning experiences for their children both at The Graham School and at the Partner Sites.

- Parents have the right to be informed of their child’s academic and experiential progress at appropriate times during the school year, including regular contact with their child’s crew leader.

- Parents have the right to be informed of issues regarding their child’s behavior at school and to be informed of all serious disciplinary actions concerning their child and parents may exercise their right to appeal suspensions and expulsion.
• Parents have the right to, and are encouraged to, visit The Graham School and to spend a class period or a day with their child at school.

• The parent or guardian of each student enrolled at The Graham School may request information on the professional qualifications of each classroom teacher who provides instruction to their student and the school will provide this information on each applicable teacher in a timely manner.

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSIBILITIES

• Attendance: Parents are responsible for making sure that their child gets to school on time every day. In the event that their child is justifiably excused, it is the responsibility of the parents to notify The Graham School by phone, fax or e-mail no later than 9:00 am of the absence. Additionally, should your child need to leave school for a medical appointment or other justified reason, it is the parents’ responsibility to notify Graham of this need in writing prior to taking your child from school. This is essential for us to achieve our goal of 95% attendance rate for the school year. Please see Section IV, I: Policy on Truancy and Attendance for more information on both The Graham School policy and Ohio attendance legislation.

• Preparation: Parents are responsible for ensuring that their child is prepared to take advantage of the learning opportunities that are available at Graham, our Partner Sites and throughout our learning community. This means that parents should ensure that their child comes to school with the proper materials with which to actively participate in their education, and that their child is rested, safe and healthy.

• Communication: Parents are responsible for participating in effective communication with faculty and staff, particularly in matters of a child’s mental and physical health that could impact learning. Parents are responsible for communicating with The Graham School on issues regarding illness, medical appointments and any other factors that may result in their child either being absent or unprepared on any given school day.

C. Honors and Awards

The Graham School recognizes outstanding achievement, growth, and character with special recognition at the end of each school year at our awards ceremony.

• Each discipline – mathematics, social studies, technology, cultural studies, science, English, foreign languages, fine arts, health/physical education, etc. – recognizes one student each year as the Exceptional Student in that discipline.

• The staff also recognizes exceptional students with awards for demonstrating the Habits of Learning. Additionally, the Valedictorian, Salutatorian, recipient of the Reaching for the
Stars award, and an Outstanding student for each grade level, are recognized while the Deans honor one student for “Courage” and one for “Leadership.” Finally, the staff honors one student each year with the highest honor, the “True Dragon Award.”

- Senior Awards: Graduating senior students are eligible for the True North, Open Hand, Open Heart, Open Mind, and Henry Stout Awards. These awards are presented during commencement ceremonies.

D. Town Meeting

The Graham School conducts Town Meeting on a regular basis. Town Meeting is the forum where school proposals are presented, debated and voted upon regarding matters of the school other than health, safety and academics. Equal voting status is awarded all members of the learning community including staff, students and administration - one person, one vote. If The Graham School learning community decides that other rules of procedure are necessary then additional rules can be proposed, voted upon and adopted if passed.

E. Special Education

Special education services and adaptations to the regular education program are provided for students who are eligible for special education. People with questions concerning these services and eligibility issues should contact the TGFS Director of Special Education.

F. Counseling

Our school counselor and our Deans are available to talk with students during the school day, and are able to connect any student with counseling or other mental/physical assistance they may need outside of school.

Counseling Mission Statement

The mission of the school counseling program at The Graham Family of Schools is to provide a comprehensive and developmental counseling program that addresses the academic, career and personal/social needs of all students. Our school counselors provide necessary supports to maximize student potential and academic achievement through group and individual counseling, academic support, classroom guidance lessons, career and college planning activities, school-wide programs, crisis intervention and student and family advocacy. In collaboration with other school personnel, parents and community members, the school counseling program provides all students with the needed advocacy, guidance and access to the knowledge and skills that empower them to become compassionate citizens of a global world.
School Counseling Statement of Philosophy

The professional school counselors at The Graham Family of Schools believe:

- Every student has intrinsic value and can succeed
- Each individual student's differences are to be valued and celebrated
- All students can achieve at high levels and maximize their potential according to their individual strengths in a safe and supportive learning environment
- A comprehensive, developmental counseling program is an integral part of our total education program at The Graham Family of Schools
- All students have the right to participate in the school counseling program which is delivered by a full-time, state-certified, master’s-degree-level counselor

And that the Graham Family of School’s counseling program should:

- Consider and address each student's diverse needs in planning and delivery of the school counseling program
- Include a specific plan for addressing under-served student populations and incorporate closing-the-gap activities
- Be based on specified goals and developmental student competencies for all students realized through cycles of needs assessments and the ASCA National Standards for Students
- Address students’ academic, social/emotional and career development needs
- Be grounded on students’ developmental needs, prevention and psychoeducation through a delivery system that includes school guidance curriculum, individual and group counseling, responsive services, school-wide programs and community referrals
- Utilize community resources to deliver programs and serve families
- Use data to drive program development, support evaluation and share success with stakeholders
- Be reviewed at the conclusion of the school year by the counselor and the administrative team at each individual school

And that the counselors at The Graham Family of Schools shall:

- Serve as advocates for every student
- Support the Ohio Department of Education and the Graham Family of Schools policies and professional practices
- Abide by the professional ethics as advocated by the profession
- Continually participate in professional development activities to stay abreast of best practices and maintain a high quality school counseling program
G. Transportation and Busing

To and From Graham: Students who live within the Columbus City School district (CCS) and two or more miles from The Graham School are eligible to be bused by CCS or to receive funding for similar transportation. All other students must arrange their own transportation. A limited number of driving passes will be distributed to Graham students who have a valid driving license and an automobile insurance card. Driving passes are a privilege and will be distributed based primarily upon need, location and the presence of alternative means of transportation. Driving passes will be revoked if a student abuses the privilege. Parking pass applications are available at the school’s front desk. Questions about bus routes should be directed to the home school Department of Transportation.

Dropping off and Picking up Students at The Graham School: Parents, guardians and other responsible adults who either drop off or pick up students at The Graham School must follow the traffic patterns described below. Students arriving more than 30 minutes before the start of the school day may have to wait outside, at the front desk, or in an assigned room with a staff member until adequate staff are present to supervise. The following steps must be followed:

- Whenever buses are present, enter the South driveway marked “Graham School Entrance” off of Indianola Avenue, turn around in the East end of the parking lot, proceed to the drop off/pick up point near the front of Building B, either drop off or pick up the student(s) and exit via the South driveway.
- When buses are not present, enter the South driveway marked “Graham School Entrance” off of Indianola Avenue, drive between Building B and Building C, proceed to the drop off/pick up point near the front steps of The Graham School, either drop off or pick up the student(s) and exit via the North driveway.
- Please try not to block or park in Datatak spaces to the south of our buildings

H. Fees

The Graham School is a public high school chartered by the State of Ohio and attendance by any student living within the state of Ohio is without charge. However, there is a $35/student school fee. Some courses and activities also require students to pay an additional fee. These fees cover materials used, workbooks, other study aids, and activity costs. These fees will be disclosed in detail during Course Advertising and prior to the activity.

I. The Graham School’s Building Hours

The Graham School building will be open for students, Monday through Friday from 7:30 am to 3:45pm. The school and/or individual teachers may have scheduled events before or after these hours. The Graham School will have staff supervision whenever it is open to students.
III. THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM AT THE GRAHAM SCHOOL

A. Experiential Groups and Crews

Each student at Graham is assigned a Crew Leader from among the staff. The Crew Leader’s role is to get to know the student well enough to serve as a guide on all matters related to the school. These include helping the student design and then implement a Personal Education Plan (see below). Each Crew consists of approximately fifteen students. One of the strongest relationships that will develop at The Graham School is the relationship between a student and his/her Crew Leader.

B. Academic and Experiential Requirements for Graduation

Each Graham student must accumulate experiential credit in order to graduate from The Graham School. Experiential credit is earned when students engage in Crew and Partner Site placements that satisfy the expectations in accord with each site. Each year through first semester senior year of experiential work is worth 1 experiential credit. Seniors on Walkabout earn 1 full credit for their work second semester of senior year. Additionally, up to 2 experiential credits may count as an elective credit towards the academic requirements for graduation. For more information on the Experiential Program, please see the Experiential Program, Section III, of this handbook beginning on page 26.

The Graham School adheres to the Ohio Department of Education’s Graduation Requirements. Requirements for the Classes of 2021 & 2022, as well as for the Classes of 2023 and Beyond are included in the Appendix of this handbook. Also, please note:

The board of education of each city, exempted village, and local school district shall by resolution adopt a procedure for notifying the parent, guardian, or custodian of each student enrolled in a high school operated by the district or enrolled in a school operated by the joint vocational school district to which the city, exempted village, or local district belongs of the requirements prescribed in division (C) of section 3313.603 of the Revised Code and that one consequence of not completing that curriculum is ineligibility to enroll in most state universities in Ohio without further coursework.
C. Assessment, Evaluations, and Standards Based Grading

The Graham School is in the process of transitioning to standards-based grading. Standards based grading measures how well an individual student is doing in relation to the grade level standards, not the work of other students. SBG breaks down the subject matter into standards-based, long-term and short-term learning targets that students aim to master throughout the course. Teachers and students track progress on each standard.

Students are assessed on mastery of each standard. Teachers use an expectations based grading scale (outlined below) to communicate student mastery via written narratives, as well as traditional progress and final grade reports. Once a year families are invited to Student Led Conferences (SLC’s), where students, as Leaders of Their Own Learning, discuss their progress. Our evaluative structure measures expectations based on the following scale:

**Evaluations that Earn Credit**

**EE (Exceeds Expectations):** The Student produces/demonstrates outstanding work, participation, and mastery of subject matter, going above and beyond what is required. This evaluation indicates that a student has exceeded the expectations that were established for this student by the classroom teacher or placement site mentor. A student who achieves an EE earns credit for the course.

**ME (Meets Expectations):** The Student produces/demonstrates consistent work and participation, meeting all class requirements, demonstrating full understanding of subject matter. This evaluation indicates that a student has met the expectations that were established for this student by the classroom teacher or placement site mentor. A student who achieves an ME earns credit for the course.

**Evaluations that DO NOT Earn Credit**

**AE (Approaches Expectations):** The Student produces/demonstrates inconsistent work and participation. Student is failing to demonstrate adequate understanding of the material in all areas. This evaluation indicates that a student has made strides toward meeting the expectations that were established for this student by the classroom teacher or placement site mentor. The student is on the way toward meeting expectations but is not there yet. Students earning an AE as a final evaluative mark for a semester class, a year-long class or Partner Site placement will NOT earn academic credit for the class or the Partner Site placement.

**JB (Just Beginning):** The Student is so inconsistent with producing/demonstrating work or participation that adequate understanding is not established. Students earning a JB as a final evaluative mark for a semester class, a year-long class or Partner Site placement will NOT earn academic credit for the class or the Partner Site placement.
Final Comments on Evaluations at Graham

Our evaluations are not grades in the traditional sense, because they do much more than sort and rank students. Instead, our evaluation system describes what work looks like when it approaches, meets, or exceeds our expectations. Moreover, our evaluations are presented in narrative and SLC form so that the student, the parent/guardian and other interested parties will have a greater understanding of the totality of the student’s performance in a variety of identified essential skills, academic objectives, and experiential abilities. These evaluations are transferable to other high schools and to colleges and universities.

D. Credit Flexibility Policy and Auditing a Course

The Graham Family of Schools has adopted the following policy to continue to provide exceptional educational options to its students through flexible courses of study outside of our traditional coursework. These opportunities are available for students, families, staff, and invested members of our community to further enhance our student’s educational options. The Graham Family of Schools is committed to rigorous academic experiences for all students to ensure college and career readiness, clear relevance and real application to the demands of the 21st century workforce, and positive, constructive relationships within schools and between schools and our community partners. All flexible credit opportunities must align with Federal and State standards per content area as well as embody the mission statement of each respective school.

Purpose:

The flexible credit option within the framework of our schools serves the following purposes and opportunities.

- The opportunity to pursue coursework and/or experiences not offered by the school
- The potential to advance through coursework to obtain additional educational experiences in order to prepare for post-secondary work
- The option for credit recovery

Process:

- All students must apply for flexible credit options by submitting a Flexible Credit Application to the Counselor or a Dean.
- While filling out the application students should consult with family, advisor, and content area specialist at their respective school to ensure curricula covers standards and appropriate benchmarks.
- The application must be reviewed by a Dean or Counselor and the Student’s Crew Leader.
- Approved applications will be passed onto the School’s Superintendent for signature and will require the following signatures as well: a Dean or Counselor, Crew Leader,
● Student, Parent or Legal Guardian, person or persons providing instruction (if applicable).
● Applications that do not meet requirements: Appeals process for submissions that do not meet requirements will be returned and advised on aspects of application that are not sufficient. Students are able to reapply after the appropriate changes have been made.
● Assessment of mastery for intended objectives will be handled at the conclusion of pre-determined period for awarding of credit. Assessment is determined through a pass/fail process based on mastery of stated objectives in application. Exceptions of the pass/fail assessment are permitted if approved by Dean of Academics.
● All Flexible Credit courses that are completed will be added to student’s transcripts.

Credit Flexibility Application and Appeals under Appendix A

Auditing a Course

A student who elects to audit a course will be expected to perform the following basic guidelines of any course offered at The Graham School.
• The student will be required to complete 50% of all assigned work.
• The student is expected to take all quizzes and tests.
• The student is required to attend regularly.
• The student will be expected to participate as a positive and productive member of the learning community.
If the student does not fulfill these requirements by interim of the semester the student will then be required to take the course for credit.

E. Course Scheduling

Course scheduling at The Graham School happens throughout the year. Students are encouraged to take classes that not only meet requirements but peak their interest and challenge each student to experience new things and see the world from different points of view. Students work with a Crew Leader to plan their schedule before signing up for a class. For more information about course scheduling at The Graham School, contact your Crew Leader or the Administrative Office at The Graham School.

(NOTE: No student will be permitted to schedule for classes until all school fees, health and office forms are completed and delivered to The Graham School office.)

F. Course Add/Drop Dates

The final day for dropping and adding classes is the second Friday after the first day of regularly scheduled classes each semester. A student’s Crew Leader, the teachers in classes that are
added and/or dropped, and a Dean must approve the change, and in accordance with the guidelines of the school’s registrar. Changes in a student’s schedule will occur only as space permits in the affected classes.

G. Assessment of Student Performance and Growth

Ohio State Tests
Students will take the OST’s. TGS works to exceed the state’s standards for passing. If TGS, like any community and other public schools, does not meet all the requirements, the school must work to show improvement in the passing rates in alignment with the goals of the Ohio Department of Education.

MAP (Measures of Academic Progress) & STAR Testing
MAP and STAR are universal diagnostic screening assessments specifically created to determine each child’s instructional level, measure academic growth throughout the school year and from year to year in the areas of reading, language arts, and mathematics. The Graham School will share results with students and families and will use these tools to monitor student growth and needs, allowing for the opportunity to tailor each student’s education as needed. All TGS students take MAP three times per year and students with IEP’s regularly take the STAR test.

Testing Materials Security
All testing materials will be kept in the testing administrator’s office in a locked cabinet while not in use. During the testing periods, no tests will be given out to students prior to the start of the testing time periods. At the end of each testing day, all tests that have been used will be inventoried to ensure that all have been returned and then they will be locked up in the administrator’s cabinet. At the end of the testing period, all testing materials will again be inventoried to ensure that all tests that were received are being returned to the testing company that is overseeing the process.

H. May Days

“May Days” is a month-long academic program at The Graham School. It is modeled after similar programs at other high schools and colleges. “May Days” provides courses that are intensely focused on one area of interest. These courses are designed to promote lifelong learning through the combined pursuit of experience and knowledge. Students can earn .5 academic credit. Some classes will include field trips, out of town experiences, and other work not at the school. More details will be made available to students and families during Spring semester prior to sign up for “May Days” courses.
III. THE EXPERIENTIAL PROGRAM AT THE GRAHAM SCHOOL

A. Purpose

The Experiential Program's purpose is to provide students with research, teaching, and service learning experiences in community organizations and businesses – experiences that enable students to discover and develop confidence in their ability to engage in productive and significant work and to foster a commitment to the community in which they live.

B. Overview

The Graham School’s Experiential Program offers students the opportunity to enter into a real-world setting and tackle real-world issues and problems. Students leave the school building and enter the community to offer their talents and helping hands while the community offers students the chance to learn about opportunities and challenges in a work and educational environment. The Graham School’s Experiential Program offers students exposure to various means and methods of learning, and the demonstration of learning.

C. Experiential Graduation Requirements

In the fall senior students must earn 1 credit through participation in a program designed to prepare them for Walkabout, complete with reflections, walkabout proposals, and other assignments given by their walkabout Crew Leaders.

Spring semester is the time when senior students participate in the Walkabout program. A Walkabout is an 8 week internship for 30 hours a week that is student designed and initiated. In order to graduate from The Graham School students must successfully complete two Walkabouts. Meeting expectations includes reflective writing and presenting at Symposium on Graduation day. Students earn 1 experiential credit when they complete Walkabout.

D. Experiential Education Policies

Attendance
Attendance to Partner Sites is as important as attendance to academic classes. The student risks not receiving credit for this work if he/she is absent an excessive number of days. Such cases of excessive absence will be addressed first by the student's Crew Leader. If need be, the issue will go to the attention of The Graham School administration. Some sites also have their own specific policies regarding regular attendance.
**Sickness/Illness**
By 8:45 a.m. a parent should call The Graham School and leave a message that the student is not coming to school or site. They should then contact the site mentor to inform them of the absence. If a student falls ill at site, arrangements should be made for an adult to pick up the student at site or The Graham School, whichever the parent prefers. If arrangements cannot be made for a parent/guardian or other responsible adult to pick up the student, the student will remain at the Partner Site or at school for the remainder of the school day.

**Call-in Policy for experiential sites**
Students must always call the school when they arrive at site. If the student does not call in, it is considered an unexcused absence. The family will receive a call from the school to notify that the student is unexcused and may be assigned consequences. The Graham School is legally responsible for the health, safety and welfare of our students and knowing where they are at all times during the school day. Therefore, it is absolutely essential for the student and the parent/guardian to inform The Graham School administration of the fact that the student will be going home from a Partner Site.

**Transportation**
- 9th and 10th Grade: The Graham School will provide busing for expeditions. This may include busing through COTA.
- 11th and 12th Grade: The Graham School will provide COTA passes for students who do not have their own transportation to non-Walkabout internships.
- Walkabout: Students on Walkabout are expected to provide transportation to site.

**TGS Bus Drop-off and Pick-up Policy**
If the student uses TGS busing, he or she receives one grace pick-up by a TGS staff member if the student misses the bus in the afternoon. After this grace pick-up is used, the student is responsible for finding a ride back to school if the bus is missed again in the future.

**Communication**
Communication is key to building productive relationships throughout life. The ability to communicate clearly and effectively is a skill that will help everyone succeed in all aspects of life. When personal problems arise and issues present themselves, students need to learn how to resolve them.

If a problem should arise at the Partner Site, we encourage students to remain calm. The student should locate his/her advisor or site mentor to discuss the problem and attempt to brainstorm a solution. If this proves ineffective, The Graham School encourages the student or his/her parents/guardians to contact the student’s Crew Leader or a Dean. Early and effective communication between all parties to a problem can often forestall bigger problems that might occur down the road.
IV. THE GRAHAM SCHOOL POLICIES & PROCEDURES

A. The Graham School Code of Conduct & Disciplinary Process

The Graham School is a learning community built upon the foundation of relationships, both personal and organizational. From the relationships among students or between the Advisor and student, to the relationship between a teacher and his/her class or between, The Graham School thrives because of the relationships we build and nurture. Through the continued fostering and development of these relationships, we have been able to forge a learning community where each contributor to our community - whether a student, a staff member, a parent, or a volunteer - also becomes a benefactor. We think that we have created a high school environment unique to this area and beyond.

-- While this aspect of The Graham School may distinguish us from other schools, we anticipate some of the usual behavioral problems that are an aspect of all American high schools. Our efforts aim to respond to behavioral problems in a manner consistent with the school's vision, mission and philosophy. Our objective is to respond to behavioral problems in a preventive rather than punitive manner. The misconduct described below includes misconduct occurring on school property, a school bus, or at a school-related function and in addition and regardless of where it occurs, misconduct that is directed at another student, school employee or school official or school property.

Consequences for the violation of The Graham School’s Code of Conduct include but are not limited to the participation in restorative measures, removal from the bus/activity/classroom/building, lunch detention, in-school suspension, out-of-school suspension, and/or expulsion from The Graham School. suspension and/or expulsion.

1. Anti-Discrimination, Anti-Harassment and Anti-Bullying

Students are prohibited from engaging in unlawful discrimination, harassment and bullying in violation of The Graham School anti-discrimination, anti-harassment and anti-bullying policies set forth in Appendix C of this handbook.

2. Violence

A student shall not engage in violent behavior against a fellow student, teacher, The Graham School employee or against anyone who is on The Graham School property.

3. Assault

A student shall not behave in such a way that could threaten to cause physical injury to another person. A student shall not assemble to observe or encourage an assault nor inhibit school personnel from intervening when an assault occurs.
4. Bomb Threat/Inducing a Panic

A student shall not make a bomb threat, pull the fire alarm, nor induce a panic in any way.

5. Possession, Use or Transmission of Firearms, Knives, Other Weapons

No students shall possess, use or transmit any kind of firearm, look-a-like firearm, knife, razor, mace, pepper gas, lighters or any item that can be considered a weapon or used as a weapon, including, but not limited to chains, handcuffs, brass knuckles, explosive devices, razors, ice picks, or box cutters. A "knife" is defined as any device that has a pointed or sharp edge and that can be used for cutting, slicing, or stabbing. A firearm is defined as and shall include, but not be limited to: any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed to or may readily be converted to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive or other propellant; the frame or receiver of any such weapon; any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or any destructive device. The definition of "destructive device" includes, but is not limited to (1) any explosive; incendiary, or poisonous gas, including, but not limited to (1) any explosive, incendiary, or poisonous gas, including, but not limited to, a bomb, grenade, rocket having a propellant charge of more than four ounces, missile having an explosive or incendiary charge of more than one quarter ounce, mine, or a device similar to any of the devices described herein and from which a destructive device may be readily assembled.

6. Theft

Theft of personal property of students, staff, or faculty and/or theft of school property is prohibited, violates the law and undermines The Graham School Learning Community.

7. Vandalism and other Damage to School and Personal Property

Vandalism and damage to school property and personal property of students, faculty and staff is prohibited, inconsistent with the objectives of The Graham School Learning Community and, in most instances, a violation of the law.

8. Academic Dishonesty

Cheating on academic and experiential work and plagiarism of any kind is prohibited and inconsistent with the objectives of The Graham School Learning Community and in some instances; plagiarism is a violation of the law.

Plagiarism Defined

The Graham School defines plagiarism broadly to include the stealing and/or passing off of the
ideas, words and works of another as one's own. Plagiarism can take many forms including, but not limited to: The words or ideas of another taken from a variety of sources including, books, magazines, the Internet, newspapers, interviews, television programs and other sources combined with the attempt to use these words or ideas in any format without documenting their source. Whenever in doubt about the origin of thoughts, ideas, words, phrases, or works, students should cite the source for the material rather than run the risk of engaging in plagiarism.

Students who are caught cheating on evaluative tools will be deemed to have earned no credit for the specific piece of work and will forfeit the right to an alternative evaluation. Consequences for students who engage in plagiarism can range from earning no credit on the specific academic assignment to earning no academic credit for the class in which the plagiarism took place and/or suspension or expulsion. The determination of the sanction for an act of plagiarism is solely within the discretion of the Administration of The Graham School. Behaviors associated with this category may result in suspension or expulsion from The Graham School.

9. Smoking and Tobacco Use

Smoking or any other method of tobacco use by a student at The Graham School, on school property, or on a school bus is prohibited.

10. Alcohol, Prescription Drug, Over-the-Counter Drugs, and Illegal Drugs

Prescription medications taken during the school day are to be dispensed by the school's nurse (see "Administration of Medicine by School Personnel" policy). No student shall use, possess, transmit, or sell any alcohol on school property or on a school bus. No student shall unlawfully use, transmit, or sell any prescription drug, over-the-counter drug, or illegal drug on school property or on a school bus.

11. Truancy

Students are prohibited from being truant and truancy is an unexcused absence.

12. Excessive Tardiness

Students are prohibited from being tardy on an excessive basis.

13. Harassment/Intimidation/Hazing

A student shall not harass, intimidate, disparage, incite, provoke, stalk, or threaten any individual on school premises or otherwise disrupt the school environment. For this purpose, harassment or intimidation includes: slurs; profanity; written information; denigrating remarks or
actions; obscene gestures; the wearing or display of insignia, signs, buttons, clothing, or apparel; or other verbal or physical conduct including, but not limited to, those based on race, color, national origin, ancestry, sexual orientation, citizenship, religion, handicap, age or sex that have the purpose or effect of (1) causing or intending to cause any other student or school employee to be reasonably placed in fear of his or her personal safety; (2) causing or intending to cause a hostile, intimidating, or offensive educational environment for any other student or school employee; (3) causing or intending to cause material disruption of the educational process; (4) unreasonably interfering with a student's curricular, co curricular or extracurricular performance; or (5) otherwise unreasonably having an impact on a student's educational opportunities.

Hazing activities of any kind are prohibited at all times. Hazing is defined as doing any act or coercing another, including the victim, to do any act of initiation into any student or other organization that causes or creates a substantial risk of causing mental or physical harm to any person or living creature.

14. Unwelcome Sexual Conduct

A student shall not make unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, other physical or verbal conduct or communication of a sexual nature, including gender-based harassment that creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive education or work environment, including, but not limited to, pinching, grabbing, suggestive comments, gestures or jokes or pressure to engage in sexual activity).

15. Physical Displays of Affection

Physical displays of affection between students are prohibited.

16. Dishonesty

Students shall not engage in any dishonest behavior, including, but not necessarily limited to, providing false information, forging a parent or teacher signature on school forms, attendance notes, or any other document, and shall not impersonate a parent or a teacher.

17. Gambling

A student shall not engage in gambling or possess a gambling device.

18. Use of Profanity/Disobedient/Insubordinate/Disruptive Behavior

A student shall not refuse to comply with the reasonable requests of his/her teacher, an administrator, coach, extracurricular activity advisor, staff employees, or adult volunteers. In the
case of extracurricular activities, insubordination shall also include the failure to comply with the rules or requirements: established by the coach or advisor for that particular activity, or site coordinator. A student shall not use profane, vulgar, or other improper language, or gestures/actions spoken, written, or sent electronically.

19. Computer Use

The Graham School is pleased to offer members of its learning community access to our computer network. This network includes use of the Internet and the World Wide Web. This access provides immense, diverse and valuable resources to our learning community. Our goal in providing this service is to promote educational excellence by facilitating resource sharing, innovation, and communication.

Access to the Internet will allow learners to explore thousands of databases and libraries, as well as communicate with Internet users worldwide. Some material accessible from the Internet may contain information that has no educational value and in some cases is inappropriate and even illegal. Such misuse of technology can result in a student losing any or all privileges on computers. Our intent is to make the Internet available to further educational goals and objectives. The positive resources and benefits derived from use of the Internet overwhelmingly outweigh any negative aspects. A complete copy of The Graham School's Acceptable Use Agreement is available for review at the TGSnet Services helpdesk at the school.

The Graham School reserves the right to limit student access to the network for any reason and the following uses are prohibited and may result in suspension or revocation of computer privileges and disciplinary action, including, but not limited to, suspension and/or expulsion from school.

- Logging on with another person’s user ID
- Plagiarism or violating copyright law
- Logging on to Facebook, My space, or other social/chat internet sites are inappropriate during the school day and don't enhance the student's learning
- Accessing or posting material that is sexual, inappropriate, violent or annoying
- Using the network to harass others
- Vandalizing the computers or the network

20. Misuse of Communication Devices, Pagers, Radios, Cell Phones, CD Players and all other Electronic Devices

Use of CD players, pagers, cell phones, electronic games, MP-3 players, iPods, cameras, and other electronic devices is prohibited during school hours (from 8:00-3:15 p.m). No student shall use or visibly display any electronic devices while in the school building. If any of these devices is used during school hours, it will be confiscated, and will be available to the student at the end
of the school day. The second time one of these items is confiscated; the device will remain in
the custody of the Dean of Students until a parent/guardian retrieves it. Electronic devices may
be admissible, in some academic classes, at the discretion of the classroom teacher. Under no
circumstances are they admissible during school-wide functions.

Parents are asked to call the school office if contact with their children during school hours is
necessary. As the use of cell phones in school is prohibited, the office will alert the student to
the parent's call.

21. Dress Code

Dress code is to be observed during school hours, including between classes and during lunch,
as well as at all school functions. Gradual release of responsibility and a student’s ability to
self-regulate and adapt are important tenets of the development of high school students who are
approaching the real world. TGS has chosen to adopt a dress code that places responsibility on
the student to make decisions with regards to what to wear. We will collaboratively work with
students on how to make the best decisions possible with regard to dress code; however,
clothing that is determined to be disruptive to the educational process or determined to be
inappropriate for a school setting will not be permitted.

Allowable Dress & Grooming

- Students must wear clothing - including both a shirt with pants, skirt, shorts, or the
equivalent, and shoes.
- Shirts must have fabric in the front, back, and on the sides that covers most of the torso.
- Pants, shorts, and skirts must have fabric that covers waist, hips, and buttocks.
- Dresses must have fabric that covers most of the torso, waist, hips, and buttocks.
- Clothing must cover undergarments - waistbands and bra straps excluded.
- Fabric covering all private parts must be opaque.
- Hats and other headwear must allow the face to be visible and not interfere with the line
  of sight to any student or staff. Hoodies must allow the student’s face and ears to be
  visible to staff.

Non-Allowable Dress & Grooming

- Clothing and accessories may not depict, advertise or advocate the use of alcohol,
tobacco, marijuana or other controlled substances.
- Clothing and accessories may not depict pornography, nudity or sexual acts.
- Clothing and accessories may not depict or advocate violence.
- Clothing and accessories may not be divisive in nature or use or depict hate speech
  targeting groups based on race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity,
  religious affiliation or any other protected groups.
- Clothing and accessories, including gang identifiers and divisive messages, must not
  threaten the health or safety of any other student or staff.
If a student’s attire or grooming threatens the health or safety of any other person, then discipline for dress or grooming violations should be consistent with discipline policies for similar violations. Students will be asked to replace or cover articles of clothing that violate this dress code. Determination of whether or not dress is school appropriate will be at the discretion of school administration or their designee.

22. Inappropriate and/or Disruptive Classroom Behavior

All students have a right to learn in a classroom environment that is free from disruptive behavior of other students. Therefore, students shall not engage in inappropriate and/or disruptive classroom behavior.

23. Other Misconduct

Any other misconduct which interferes with the educational process is prohibited.

SUSPENSION/EXPULSION

See Appendix B of this handbook.

B. Anti-Discrimination, Anti-Harassment, & Anti-Bullying Policy

This policy is provided under appendix C of this handbook.

C. Policy on Inappropriate & Disruptive Classroom Behavior

All students have a right to learn in a classroom environment that is free from disruptive behavior of other students, therefore; student behavior deemed by inappropriate and/or disruptive will be dealt according to the following Student Accountability Chart:

**Student Accountability Chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Conversation With Teacher/Staff member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Phones/ technology out in class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Minor disruption or misbehavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Contact Home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Student ignores or pushes back when an attempt to redirect is made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● If behaviors from Box 1 need to be addressed with parents.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Teachers

### Administrators

#### 3. Lunch Detention

- Leave class without permission
- Continued disruption or misbehavior after contact home
- Misusing a hall pass

#### 4. Lunch Detention or Suspension

- Skipping class or crew
- Major disruption or misbehavior
- Refusal to turn in phone:
  - Phone held until end of day
- Play-fighting

### D. Policy on Theft and Stealing

Theft and stealing of personal property of students, staff, or faculty and/or theft of school property violates the law and undermines The Graham School’s learning community.

- Consequences for students who steal include removal, suspension and expulsion from The Graham School.
- Where appropriate, The Graham School will provide information to the Columbus Police Department and will support prosecution of individuals engaging in illegal activity including theft and stealing.

### E. Policy on Vandalism & Damage to School and Personal Property

Vandalism and damage to school property and personal property of students, faculty and staff is inconsistent with the objectives of The Graham School’s learning community and, in most instances, a violation of the law.

- Consequences for students who engage in this activity include removal, suspension and expulsion from The Graham School.
- Where appropriate, The Graham School will provide information to the Columbus Police Department and will support prosecution of individuals engaging in illegal activity including vandalism and damage to school and personal property.
F. Policy on Plagiarism and Cheating

Cheating on academic and experiential work and plagiarism of any kind is inconsistent with the objectives of The Graham School’s learning community and, in some instances, plagiarism is a violation of the law.

- **Plagiarism Defined:** The Graham School defines plagiarism broadly to include the stealing and/or passing off of the ideas, words and works of another as one’s own. Plagiarism can take many forms including, but not limited to: the words or ideas of another taken from a variety of sources including books, magazines, the internet, newspapers, interviews, television programs and other sources combined with the attempt to use these words or ideas in any format without documenting their source. Whenever in doubt about the origin of thoughts, ideas, words, phrases, or works, students should cite the source for the material rather than run the risk of engaging in plagiarism.

- **Consequences:** Students who are caught cheating on evaluative tools will be deemed to have earned no credit for the specific piece of work and may forfeit the right to an alternative evaluation. Consequences for students who engage in plagiarism can range from earning no credit on the specific academic assignment to earning no academic credit for the class in which the plagiarism took place. The determination of the sanction for an act of plagiarism begins with the classroom teacher and progresses to the discretion of the Administration when the behavior is chronic or credit for the course is in question. Behaviors associated with this category may result in suspension or expulsion from The Graham School.

G. Policy on Smoking, Vaping, and Tobacco Use

Smoking or any other method of tobacco use by anyone under the age of eighteen (18) is illegal in the State of Ohio. Possession, consumption, distribution, purchase or attempt to purchase, and/or use of tobacco products or vaping paraphernalia or similar devices in school, on school grounds, and at any extracurricular event, or other school-sponsored event is prohibited. Tobacco products include, but are not limited to cigarettes, clove cigarettes, cigars, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff or any other matter or substance that contains tobacco. Paraphernalia used for the consumption of tobacco products is prohibited. Additionally, smoking at or within sight of The Graham School or its Partner Sites is prohibited regardless of age, and can result in the following consequences:

- Immediate removal from school activities
- Immediate contact of the student’s parent/guardian
- A mandatory meeting with the student’s parent/guardian
- Confiscation of the offending products and paraphernalia
- Referral to local law enforcement agencies
- Suspension from The Graham School
- Expulsion from The Graham School
H. Policy on Alcohol, Prescription, Over-the-Counter and Illegal Drug Use

Consumption of alcoholic beverages by anyone under the age of twenty-one (21) is illegal in the State of Ohio. Abuse or misuse of prescription and over-the-counter medications is illegal. Prescription medications taken during the school day are to be dispensed by staff members designated by the school administration. (See “Administration of Medicine by School Personnel” policy on page 40).

The use of illegal drugs is illegal. Any student using, possessing, distributing, trading for, or selling alcohol, prescription drugs, over-the-counter medications, illegal drugs, and/or any substances that are suspected to be one of the items in this list may be subject to the following consequences:

- Immediate removal from school activities
- Immediate contact of the student’s parent/guardian
- A mandatory meeting with the student’s parent/guardian
- Confiscation of the offending products and paraphernalia
- Referral to local law enforcement agencies
- Suspension from The Graham School
- Expulsion from The Graham School
- Alcohol and/or Drug Assessment completed by a professional agency at the student’s or family’s expense prior to returning to school with a follow up meeting to discuss the results with student, parent/guardian and an administrator

I. Policy on Truancy and Attendance

Positive School Climate

The Graham Family of Schools (TGFS) aims to help all students grow in their academic and social-emotional learning, ongoing. All efforts are focused on preparing students to be successful in achieving this mission as they work toward full readiness for the next grade level and ultimately college and careers. Our aim is to continuously advance students’ skills and demonstration of critical analysis and problem solving, collaborative teamwork, thoughtful reflection on experiences, sharing in responsibility for academic success, and creating a safe learning community for all.

In order to achieve this mission at our schools, TGFS will:

- Maintain and promote a growth-mindset toward all students and staff such that everyone has an expectation to grow in their intelligence, and display of it;
● Foster in students a commitment to self-direction about their own learning and to the school and wider community in which they live;
● Teach at all grade levels with sensitivity to brain development in children, including course and class lessons that focus on human brain development and its relation to learning and grow in their academic learning and social-emotional development;
● Utilize the community outside the school doors as a resource to advance experiential learning for our students;
● Treat all students and staff with compassion, honesty, and respect;
● View academic achievement as a reflection of both student and teacher jointly teaming for success;
● Create, state, and display norms for how people are expected to act at school regarding academic work and behavioral interactions;
● Design an operational strategy at each TGFS school for advancing our work in academic achievement, social and emotional learning, grade advancement, and college and career readiness.

As part of this mission, TGFS abides by Ohio House Bill 410 which outlines our interventions and plans for students missing too much school.

Attendance Policy Overview
Ohio House Bill 410 encourages and supports a preventative approach to excessive absences and truancy. Beginning with the 2017-18 school year, TGFS has adopted an attendance policy that outlines our interventions for students missing too much school.

Regular school attendance is an important ingredient in students’ academic success. Excessive absences interfere with students’ progress in mastering knowledge and skills necessary to graduate high school or be prepared for higher education or the workforce. To support academic success for all students, TGFS will partner with students and families to identify and reduce barriers to regular school attendance. TGFS utilizes a continuum of strategies to reduce student absence including, but not limited to:

● Notification of student absence to the parent or guardian;
● Development and implementation of an absence intervention plan, which may include supportive services for students and families;
● Counseling;
● Parent education and parenting programs;
● Mediation;
● Intervention programs available through juvenile authorities; and
● Referral for truancy, if applicable.

Chronic Absenteeism
Chronic absenteeism is defined by the Every Student Succeeds Act as missing 10 percent or more (~18 days, or 92 hours) of the school year for any reason. It includes excused and unexcused absences. This includes “excessive absences” in which a student is absent 38 or more hours in one school month with or without a legitimate excuse or absent 65 or more hours in one school year with or without a legitimate excuse. TGFS will work with our community partners to help any chronically absent students get to school every day. Early intervention can keep chronic absenteeism from becoming truancy.

**Habitual Truancy**

Habitual truancy is reflected by any student of compulsory school age who is absent without legitimate excuse from his or her public school for 30 or more consecutive hours, 42 or more hours in one school month or 72 or more hours in a school year. Truancy counts only absences without a legitimate excuse. When a student is habitually truant, the law requires the school to follow several administrative procedures and legal solutions to make sure the student attends school regularly.

**Legitimate Absences**

Every student should be in school every day. Even if an absence is excused, it still results in loss of important instruction time for the student. TGFS requests documentation of a legitimate excuse for any absence. Any absence without appropriate documentation is considered unexcused. Documentation must be received within 7 days of the student’s absence date. If not received within 7 days, then the absence(s) is considered unexcused.

Ohio Revised Code Section 3321.04 and Ohio Administrative Code 3301-69-02 set forth situations in which an absence can be excused:

1. A personal illness or injury (medical note required from physician/hospital)
2. A family illness (medical note required from physician/hospital)
3. The quarantine of the home (note required from state agency)
4. The death of a relative
5. A religious holiday (Absences must be arranged in advance and be approved by a Dean)
6. Emergencies (Absences to be considered by a Dean as good and sufficient cause for the absence from school)

**Attendance Intervention Team**

The purpose of the attendance intervention team is to establish a student-centered attendance intervention plan for every student who is habitually truant by identifying specific barriers and solutions to attendance.

The attendance intervention team is cross-sector and includes the participation of the student and the parent or guardian or parent appointed designee. If a parent or guardian or parent appointed designee is non-responsive to the attendance intervention team's outreach, then the
attendance intervention team will assess if the non-response requires a mandated referral to the child protective services agency.

When a student is habitually truant, the following will occur:

1. Within seven (7) days of the triggering absence, TGFS will do the following:
   a. Select members of the attendance intervention team;
   b. Make three (3) meaningful attempts to secure the participation of the student’s parent or guardian or appointment designee on the attendance intervention team.

2. Within ten (10) days of the triggering absence, the student will be assigned to the selected attendance intervention team;

3. Within fourteen (14) days after the assignment to the team, TGFS will develop the students attendance intervention plan and send a copy of the attendance intervention plan to the parent or legal guardian;

4. If the student does not make progress on the plan within sixty-one (61) days or continues to be excessively absent, TGF will file a complaint in the juvenile court.

5. When a student is identified as having excessive absences and/or being habitually truant, TGFS will inform the student’s parent or guardian that the student has been placed on the attendance intervention team make three meaningful attempts to secure the participation of the student’s parent or legal guardian or parent appointed designee on the attendance intervention team.

Zero Tolerance
TGFS has a zero tolerance policy for violent, disruptive or inappropriate behavior by students per Ohio Revised Code 3313.534. TGFS has removed “excessive absences” from its zero tolerance policies. TGFS will not suspend or expel students for being absent to school. The Graham School will seek to resolve violent, disruptive, and inappropriate behaviors through Restorative Practices, PBIS (Positive Behavioral Intervention and Supports), lunch detentions, ISS, OSS, and expulsion, as necessary.

Suspension in regards to Attendance
TGFS will not suspend (out of school) or expel students for truancy. TGFS will be proactive in working with families and community organizations to break down barriers that prevent students from attending school.

TGFS will not require a student to complete a suspension at the beginning of the next school year if the student’s suspension is longer than the remainder of the school year. However, TGFS may require the student to complete community service or an alternative engagement activity during the summer.

Automatic Withdrawal
A student will be automatically withdrawn from TGFS if they have missed, without a legitimate excuse, 72 consecutive hours.
Absence Notifications
School begins promptly. Students who are not with their teacher when the first bell rings are considered unexcused without a legitimate excuse. A student who is unexcused must be signed in at the front office by a parent and/or legal guardian along with appropriate documentation for the student’s absence.

TGFS expects all students to be in their appropriate class when the bell rings, and prepared for instruction. The family of the student should contact the school by 8:00am with advance notice of their student’s pending absence on a given day. If no notice of the student’s absence is received by the school, the school will attempt to contact the student’s parent and/or legal guardian within the first 120 minutes of the school day. The attempt may be made via a live telephone call, automated telephone call, a notification through the school’s automated student information system, a text message, email, home visit, or another notification procedure adopted by the school.

Attendance is an extremely high priority at TGFS and Ohio law. TGFS has an overall attendance rate goal of 96% for the school year!

J. Policy on Technology Use

The Graham Family of Schools Information and Communication Technologies

Acceptable Use Policy and Guidelines
To help ensure our students become proficient in the information and communication technologies (ICT) competencies essential for success in a 21st century learning environment and beyond, The Graham Family of Schools provides a variety of resources in support of our instructional and administrative programs. Students and staff may also, at times, use personal information and communication technologies for educational purposes. It is therefore incumbent upon all members of the school community to use technology responsibly, ethically, and with respect for the work of others.

Access to schools’ ICT resources is a privilege and not a right. To ensure these resources remain available and in working order, the Graham Family of Schools has established this Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) and which define the procedures and parameters under which these resources may be used by staff, students, and volunteers. To accommodate future needs and circumstances, the policy and guidelines related to ICT resources will be reviewed and updated on a regular basis.

So that all users remain informed of our expectations for appropriate usage of ICT resources, TGFS will: 1) ensure all new students and staff receive access credentials to age-appropriate ICT resources during the enrollment or hiring process, as well as on-going training in their safe,
responsible, and effective use; and 2) provide orientation annually for students and staff on ICT resources and the district AUP.

In order to initiate and maintain access to ICT resources, all users must submit annually a signed Acceptable Use Agreement (detailed below), non-adherence of which may result in loss of non-course related access and/or appropriate disciplinary and/or legal action. Violations of the AUP are deemed violations of school behavioral expectations and codes.

Internet Use and ICT Access
Internet access is available at The Graham Family of Schools for the purposes of educational communication and research and for administrative purposes. The following represent acceptable uses of technology at The Graham Family of Schools:
- Classroom assignments and projects, homework assignments
- Independent learning projects and school activities such as yearbook or newspaper
- Research and curriculum development
- School or district administration

Communications via ICT resources are often public in nature and general school rules for behavior and communications apply. It is expected that users will at all times comply with district standards and will act in a responsible and legal manner, in accordance with said standards, as well as with state and federal laws. Professional development opportunities to enhance the technology skills of district personnel will be provided and rules related to the Internet will be included in each school's student and faculty handbooks. The Graham Family of Schools promotes a learning environment that protects the rights to respect, dignity, safety, and a sense of wellbeing for all members of the community. The expectation of compliance with these principles by community members includes digital communications, such as email, chat sessions, publication of websites and other electronic documents as follows:

- Use appropriate language in expressing thoughts and perspectives, and refrain from use of language that is obscene, hurtful, threatening, or offensive
- No posting of information that could disrupt community activities or wellbeing
- No harassment of others with annoying or hurtful expressions, particularly those discriminating based on characteristics including but not limited to race, gender, religion, or sexual orientation
- No sending of chain letters or SPAM messages as these are unsolicited, disruptive, and frequently if inadvertently contain viruses or other malware

The Administration will take measures to assure the safety and security of students when using email, chat services, and other forms of direct electronic communications; prohibit unauthorized access, including “hacking” and other unlawful activities by minors online; prohibit unauthorized disclosure, use, and dissemination of personally identifiable information of students; and to restrict students’ access to online materials deemed harmful to minors. Users are prohibited from attaching personal devices to TGFS hardware (excluding portable memory media such as
USB drives) or installing software on any district hardware without prior permission of the IT Department. Users will refrain from downloading large files (constituting files over 4 MB in size) without authorization from a teacher or administrator, and will request the assistance of the helpdesk when authorized.

**Monitoring and Privacy**
To provide ready access for all users, age-appropriate material, an Internet environment that is safe and appropriate for the maturity level and need of student users, and to proactively secure and maintain increasingly complex ICT systems the district, as the owner of those resources, reserves the right to monitor and review the use of these ICT resources and will do so as needed to ensure the systems are being used for district-related educational purposes and to maximize utilization of the systems for such.

Therefore, all users and parents must be aware that users are waiving and should not have any expectation of personal privacy in the use of these ICT resources for their communications or transmission and storage of data. Personal information, however, is not publicly accessible outside of the school network. Password and encryption systems implemented by the district are designed solely to provide system security from unauthorized users, not to provide privacy to the individual user. This provision applies to all users of the district’s ICT resources, including any incidental personal use permitted in accordance with these regulations. Consequently, all files residing on a Graham Family of Schools network, including personal files, are the property of the district’s governing Board and are subject to random search at any time without the need for reasonable suspicion or evidence of a violation of criminal statutes or school rules.

**Limitation of Liability**
The Graham Family of Schools makes no guarantee that the function of, or services provided through, its network of ICT resources will be error-free or without defect. The district is not responsible for the accuracy or quality of the information obtained through the system from sources outside the schools. Neither the district, its operators, nor its administrators are responsible for financial obligations or damages arising through the use, authorized or unauthorized, of its ICT network.

**Publishing Guidelines**
The premise that all individuals are authors and distributors of content is an underlying basis of 21st century learning. District and school use of ICT resources to distribute intellectual property, images, videos, and information shall be related to school curriculum and instruction, school-authorized activities, and other information relating to school and district goals. It is our intent that such broadcasts and publications be educationally relevant to the goals of the school district while providing for the safety and security of all students and staff.

- All distributed content shall follow the standards for ethical behavior in regard to information and communication technologies by showing respect for the principles of intellectual freedom,
intellectual property rights, and the responsible use of the information and communication technologies.
- While certain educational circumstances may allow for the use of copyrighted materials through Fair Use policies, no copyrighted material shall be distributed without the express written permission of the copyright owner. In particular, the un-purchased download and sharing of copyrighted music and video files are considered infringement of copyright. Any and all use of copyrighted materials must be properly credited, and plagiarism, as outlined in the Parent/Student Handbook, is prohibited.
- It is understood that all distributed content may be accessible beyond The Graham Family of Schools community and viewed by a global audience. No content shall reveal students identifying information. Content may include names of individuals; however further identifying information, such as names of family members, email addresses, home addresses and phone numbers will remain private.
- Content shall not contain objectionable material or point to objectionable material. The determination of what constitutes objectionable material shall be made on a case-by-case basis, as determined by school administrators. The distribution of content shall follow Copyright Law and Fair Use Guidelines.
- All content representing the school district shall follow district policies and state/federal laws pertaining to content standards, students records, copyright, and technical standards.

Anyone who is aware of problems with, or misuse of ICT resources, or has a question regarding the proper use of resources, should see a teacher or administrator immediately. Most importantly, the Board and the Administration urge any person who receives any harassing, threatening, intimidating, or other improper message through ICT resources to report it immediately.

For more information about the use of technology in The Graham Family of Schools, contact the Director of Information Technology at 614-262-1111.

K. Policy on Communication Devices, Pagers, Radios, Cell Phones, CD Players, MP3, IPods, & other Electronic Devices

Students are permitted to have cell phones and other electronic devices on their person during school hours with the explicit understanding that:

- Cell phones and all other electronic devices will be turned off during school hours with the exception of lunch and breaks between classes
- Cell phones and all other electronic devices used during class time, including in the bathroom during class, may be confiscated until the end of class by the teacher or the end of the day by a dean; the second offense will result in parental involvement to come and get the cell phone from administration; multiple offenses will result in a ban of the cell phone/electronic device from school for that student.
- Students may not use cell phones or other electronic devices during Town Meeting
● Text messaging is considered cell phone use
● Students should have all parent/guardian phone calls directed to the front office (262-1111). Front office will get students from class if it is an emergency, otherwise the message will be delivered during the break. Students are not to leave class for a phone call unless directed from the front office
● Portable stereos, CD players, pagers, cell phones, MP3, IPods, electronic games and other electronic devices are prohibited during school-wide functions and at some Partner Site placements.

L. Communicable Diseases

Parents/Legal Guardians of a student with a communicable or contagious illness or parasite (other than the common cold) are asked to contact the office (614-262-1111) as soon as possible so that the families of other students who may have been exposed can be informed. These illnesses/diseases/parasites include the flu, COVID, chicken pox, head lice, mumps, measles, whooping cough, meningitis, staph infection, strep infection, TB, hepatitis A, B, C, pink eye, ringworm, MRSA, and any other communicable or contagious diseases your doctor has informed your family that your student at our school has. Should a student come to school with a communicable disease, a parent or legal guardian will be asked to pick them up immediately.

M. Dress and Grooming

Please see the Dress Code section of The Graham School's Code of Conduct in this handbook.

N. Breakfast and Lunch

The Graham School has free breakfast available to all students from 7:45am to 8:00am. Upon arrival at school, students will report to their first period classes, where breakfast will be served.

The Graham School has adopted a closed lunch policy meaning that students cannot leave The Graham School grounds during the lunch period. Students are also not allowed to have food delivered to the school by anyone other than a parent or guardian.

For expeditions or internships that take students away from the building during the regular lunch period, a sack lunch order will be taken in that class one week before the day of the trip (or earlier if school is not in session that day). Students should not expect to receive a sack lunch if they have not ordered one in advance.

Lunch Charging Policy: Students may charge up to two lunches on their lunch account.
Regardless of whether the student is reduced or full pay, students who have charged two lunches must pay their balance in full before they are allowed to charge again. It is recommended that students who pay full or reduced price for lunch and intend to eat the school lunch on a regular basis add money to their account to avoid having to charge. Money left on a student’s lunch account can be refunded at any time with permission from the parent/guardian.

Free and Reduced Lunch: Opportunities for free or reduced lunches are available; please contact the front desk with questions.

**O. Guidelines for Student Events**

*General guidelines:*
In order to take place the event must first be approved by the staff and the Deans at least one month prior to the event. The date for the event must also be approved by the school’s business administrator.

The proper security for the event must be established; this includes the appropriate number of staff agreeing to attend the event and may also include hiring a police officer for the event. This officer must be paid for by the student group sponsoring the event.

Official rules and regulations for dances and lock-ins can be obtained by interested students from the faculty advisor of the dance committee club.

**P. Visitors**

Unless otherwise noted, parents, guardians and other community members are encouraged to visit The Graham School. Visitors must report first to the front desk to sign in and receive a visitor’s badge. Parents/guardians may visit classrooms as long as they do not interrupt or interfere with the progress of the class. Parents/guardians who wish to confer with a student’s Crew leader or another teacher must make an appointment. Staff is available to meet with parents/guardians during conference periods, professional work days, subject to individual staff schedules, before and after school.

**Q. Administration of Medicine by School Personnel**

All student medication, both prescriptive and over-the-counter, should be administered at home. Under exceptional circumstances and subject to a written agreement between a parent/guardian and the administration of TGS, a student’s medication may be administered during the school day. Medication will not be dispensed after 1:00 during the school day. Administrators/trained staff will administer medication. Please contact the front desk to learn more.
R. Telephone Use

Phones in the school are not available for student use, except for emergencies with prior staff approval. Phone use during class time is prohibited. Please call the front desk to contact your student. Contacting them via cell phone during class is disruptive and against school policy.

S. Emergency Procedure

The Graham School considers the safety of all of its students and staff extremely important and a high priority of our work. In case of emergencies, families will be contacted in multiple methods; letters home, our texting communication service - Remind, mass e-mails, through website posts, and/or from an off-campus phone location at GEMS (614-253-4000).

In the case that the school needs to relocate the staff and students for any reason, we will be relocating to The Whetstone Community Recreation Center (3923 N. High St., Columbus, OH 43214). Arrangements for student pick-up will be communicated through the same methods listed above.

T. Injuries and Accidents

Any accidents or injuries, even minor ones, need to be reported to a staff member immediately. First aid supplies are available in the office.

U. Weapons

No student shall possess, use, or deliver a weapon on school property or at any school activity whether or not on school property. Weapons include but are not limited to the following: firearms, daggers, swords, knives, and any other cutting or stabbing instruments, explosive devices, mace, and electrical-mechanical devices. It is a violation of federal law for a firearm to be in a vehicle on, or in the proximate vicinity of, school property.

Incidents of students possessing weapons will be reported to the student's parents and to the appropriate law enforcement agency. Disciplinary and/or legal action will be taken against students who possess weapons and with students who assist in the possession in any way. Students bringing weapons to school or in possession of a weapon at school or any school activity or event may be expelled as a result of the seriousness of the infraction.

V. Lockdown Procedure

Our school has in place a procedure for locking down the school should events or issues warrant such an action. Those actions include but are not limited to: someone armed and
outside of the building, someone armed and within the building, someone at large in the community that poses a threat to our school, directions by law enforcement agencies alerting us to undergo lockdown.

W. Snow/Inclement Weather Days

The Graham School follows the Columbus Public Schools with respect to snow and inclement weather days. A decision by the Columbus Public Schools to suspend classes on a given day due to inclement weather would mean that The Graham School would also suspend classes on that day. Should the decision to close school be made students and their families will find notification on local T.V. stations, our website, and our message on the school’s phone line (614-262-1111).

X. Fire Alarms and Drills

Fire drills are held at regular intervals during the year. Directions are posted in each classroom, and the big-room. When an alarm sounds, all members of the learning community should follow the posted directions and listen for and follow the instructions from the staff.

Y. Tornado Warnings

Tornado Warning drills are conducted during the year. Instructions are posted in each room and when a Tornado Warning drill is announced, students should proceed quickly and quietly to the area designated on the instructions in the room.

Z. Complaints and Appeals

Students, parents and guardians who wish to formally file a complaint with The Graham School, its staff, administration or The Board of Education are advised to contact the Administrative Office of The Graham School to obtain procedural guidelines that will assist in the preparation and filing of a formal complaint. Any party interested in filing a formal appeal of a staff, administrative or board decision can also contact the administrative office to obtain procedural guidelines that will assist in the preparation and filing of a formal appeal.

AA. Additional Questions, Comments and Concerns

Our goal in preparing this handbook was to efficiently and effectively describe Graham’s expectations, environment, policies, procedures and objectives. If additional questions, comments and concerns arise, please direct them to the Administration of The Graham School.
APPENDIX A

Credit Flexibility Application and Appeals

Flexible Credit Application                  The Graham Family of Schools

School attending: ________________________
Student Name: __________________________  Grade: ______    Date: ________________
Advisor’s Name: _________________________  Academic Content Advisor: _______________
Credit Area attempting toward High School graduation: ___________________________
Number of Credits: 0.25    0.5    1.0
Person or Program providing instruction:

______________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________  Phone: _______________________________
Qualifications of Instructor or Program:

______________________________________________________________________________
Credentials attached: (Y) (N)
Time Frame and Benchmarks (beginning and ending dates; daily or periodic hours and time
scheduled for this activity; benchmark dates for completion of portions of work; please indicate if
additional pages or calendar is attached):

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Instructional Environments (location of instruction, study space devoted to activities and work):

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Instructional Materials (include any materials to be used in the process of the instruction or
activities that are relevant to the process of learning and mastery of objectives):

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Student Name: ____________________________ Date: ________________

Please use additional pages as needed.

1.) Instructional Objectives/Goals:

2.) Standards to be addressed in subject area:

3.) Major Instructional Activities:

4.) Evaluation Criteria and Assessment Methods: (included: minimum threshold needed to award credit)

   Approvals: Date

Student: ____________________________________________

Parent/Guardian: ______________________________________

Instructor (if applicable): ________________________________

Counselor or Dean: ______________________________________

Crew Leader: __________________________________________

Academic Content Advisor (Teacher of Record): ______________

Superintendent: ________________________________________
Credit Flexibility Policy: Appeals Process
The Graham Family of Schools

Students who have submitted an application for Flexibility Credit and are denied must follow the following appeals process if they wish to continue to pursue the possibility of Flexible Credit for intended subject area.

Procedure:

1.) School has one week to review and write explanation of denial of application.
2.) Within one week of receiving denial student must submit a written request for reevaluation of application. This request must include a written explanation addressing the areas of insufficient information or processes. (Student should collaborate prior to resubmission with advisor/academic content advisor/family.)
3.) A meeting will take place at the school no later than one month after written appeal is submitted to school that will include the Dean of Academics, Advisor, Student, and/or Parent/Guardian. The Parent/Guardian may opt out of the appeals process with written intention to do so.

Auditing a Course

A student who elects to audit a course will be expected to perform the following basic guidelines of any course offered at The Graham School.

• The student will be required to complete 50% of all assigned work.
• The student is expected to take all quizzes and tests.
• The student is required to attend regularly.
• The student will be expected to participate as a positive and productive member of the learning community.

If the student does not fulfill these requirements by interim of the semester the student will then be required to take the course for credit.
APPENDIX B

Removal, Suspension and Expulsion
From The Graham School

(A) The superintendent or the Deans (who has, pursuant to board policy been given the authority that a principal has for purposes of suspensions) may suspend a student from school for up to but not more than ten school days. If at the time a suspension is imposed there are fewer than ten school days remaining in the school year in which the incident that gives rise to the suspension takes place, the superintendent may apply any remaining part or all of the period of the suspension to the following school year. Except in the case of a student given an in-school suspension, no student shall be suspended unless prior to the suspension the superintendent or Dean does both of the following:

(1) The Dean or superintendent shall provide the student with written notice of the intention to suspend the student and the reasons for the intended suspension and, if the proposed suspension is based on a violation listed in division (A) of section 3313.662 of the Revised Code and if the student is sixteen years of age or older, the notice shall contain a statement that the superintendent may seek to permanently exclude the student if the student is convicted of or adjudicated a delinquent child for that violation;

(2) The student shall have an opportunity to appear at an informal hearing before the Dean, superintendent, or superintendent’s designee and challenge the reason for the intended suspension or otherwise to explain the student’s actions.

(B)(1) Except as provided for below, the superintendent may expel a student from school for a period up to, but not greater than, eighty school days or the number of school days remaining in the semester or term in which the incident that gives rise to the expulsion takes place, unless the expulsion is extended as provided for in paragraph (F) below. If at the time an expulsion is imposed there are fewer than eighty school days remaining in the school year in which the incident that gives rise to the expulsion takes place, the superintendent may apply any remaining part or all of the period of the expulsion to the following year.

(a) Unless a student is permanently excluded pursuant to section 3313.662 of the Revised Code, the superintendent shall expel a student from school for a period of one year for bringing a firearm to The Graham School or onto any other property owned or controlled by the board, except that the superintendent may reduce this requirement on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the policy adopted by the board under section 3313.661 of the Revised Code.

(b) The superintendent may expel a student from school for a period of up to one year for bringing a firearm to an interscholastic competition, an extracurricular event, or any other school program or activity that is not located at The Graham School or on property that is owned or
controlled by The Graham School. The superintendent may reduce this disciplinary action on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the policy adopted by the board under section 3313.661 of the Revised Code.

(c) The superintendent may expel a student from school for a period of up to one year for bringing a knife to a school by the board, onto any other property owned or controlled by the board, or to an interscholastic competition, an extracurricular event, or any other program or activity sponsored by the school district or in which the district is a participant, or for possessing a firearm or knife at a school, on any other property owned or controlled by the board, or at an interscholastic competition, an extracurricular event, or any other school program or activity, which firearm or knife was initially brought onto school board property by another person. The superintendent may reduce this disciplinary action on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the policy adopted by the board under section 3313.661 of the Revised Code.

(d) The superintendent may expel a student from school for a period up to one year for committing an act that is a criminal offense when committed by an adult and that results in serious physical harm to persons as defined in division (A)(5) of section 2901.01 of the Revised Code or serious physical harm to property as defined in division (A)(6) of section 2901.01 of the Revised Code while the student is at school, on any other property owned or controlled by the board, or at an interscholastic competition, an extracurricular event, or any other school program or activity. The superintendent may reduce this disciplinary action on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the policy adopted by the board under section 3313.661 of the Revised Code.

(e) The superintendent may expel a student from school for a period up to one year for making a bomb threat to a school building or to any premises at which a school activity is occurring at the time of the threat. The superintendent may reduce this disciplinary action on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the policy adopted by the board under section 3313.661 of the Revised Code.

(f) Any expulsion provided for above shall extend, as necessary, into the school year following the school year in which the incident that gives rise to the expulsion takes place. As used above, “firearm” has the same meaning as provided pursuant to the “Gun-Free Schools Act,” 115 Stat. 1762, 7151.

(B)(2) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the superintendent may reduce the requirement set forth in paragraph B(1)(a) above and the actions in paragraphs B(1)(b), (c), (d) and (e) on a case-by-case basis by taking into consideration the following factors:

(a) The academic record of the student and a record of any extracurricular activities in which the student previously was involved;
(b) The disciplinary record of the student and any available records of the student's prior behavioral problems other than the behavioral problems contained in the disciplinary record;

(c) The social history of the student;

(d) The student’s response to the imposition of prior discipline and sanctions imposed for behavioral problems;

(e) Evidence regarding the seriousness of and any aggravating factors related to the offense that is the basis of the resolution seeking permanent exclusion;

(f) Any mitigating circumstances surrounding the offense that gave rise to the request for permanent exclusion;

(g) Evidence regarding the probable danger posed to the health and safety of other students or of school employees by the continued presence of the student in a public school setting;

(h) Evidence regarding the probable disruption of the teaching of any school district’s graded course of study by the continued presence of the student in a public school setting;

(i) Evidence regarding the availability of alternative sanctions of a less serious nature than permanent exclusion that would enable the student to remain in a public school setting without posing a significant danger to the health and safety of other students or of school employees and without posing a threat of the disruption of the teaching of any district’s graded course of study.

(C) No student shall be expelled unless, prior to the student’s expulsion, the superintendent does both of the following:

(1) Gives the student and the student’s parent, guardian, or custodian written notice of the intention to expel the student;

(2) Provides the student and the student’s parent, guardian, custodian, or representative an opportunity to appear in person before the superintendent or the superintendent’s designee to challenge the reasons for the intended expulsion or otherwise to explain the student’s actions. The notice required in this division shall include the reasons for the intended expulsion, notification of the opportunity of the student and the student's parent, guardian, custodian, or representative to appear before the superintendent or the superintendent’s designee to challenge the reasons for the intended expulsion or otherwise to explain the student’s action, and notification of the time and place to appear. The time to appear shall not be earlier than three nor later than five school days after the notice is given, unless the superintendent grants an extension of time at the request of the student or the student's parent, guardian, custodian,
or representative. If an extension is granted after giving the original notice, the superintendent
shall notify the student and the student’s parent, guardian, custodian, or representative of the
new time and place to appear. If the proposed expulsion is based on a violation listed in division
(A) of section 3313.662 of the Revised Code and if the student is sixteen years of age or older,
the notice shall include a statement that the superintendent may seek to permanently exclude
the student if the student is convicted of or adjudicated a delinquent child for that violation.

(D) The superintendent shall initiate expulsion proceedings with respect to any student who has
committed an act warranting expulsion under The Graham School policy regarding expulsion
even if the student has withdrawn from school for any reason after the incident that gives rise to
the hearing but prior to the hearing or decision to impose the expulsion. If, following the
hearing, the student would have been expelled for a period of time had the student still been
enrolled in the school, the expulsion shall be imposed for the same length of time as on a
student who has not withdrawn from the school.

(E) If a student’s presence poses a continuing danger to persons or property or an ongoing
threat of disrupting the academic process taking place either within a classroom or elsewhere
on the school premises, the superintendent or Dean may remove a student from curricular
activities or from the school premises, and a teacher may remove a student from curricular
activities under the teacher’s supervision, without the notice and hearing requirements set forth
above. As soon as practicable after making such a removal, the teacher shall submit in writing
to the Dean the reasons for such removal. If a student is removed under this division from a
curricular activity or from the school premises, written notice of the hearing and of the reason for
the removal shall be given to the student as soon as practicable prior to the hearing, which shall
be held within three school days from the time the initial removal is ordered. The hearing shall
be held in accordance with the above unless it is probable that the student may be subject to
expulsion, in which case a hearing in accordance with division (B) of this section shall be held,
except that the hearing shall be held within three school days of the initial removal. The
individual who ordered, caused, or requested the removal to be made shall be present at the
hearing. If the superintendent or the Dean reinstates a student in a curricular activity under the
teacher’s supervision prior to the hearing following a removal under this division, the teacher,
upon request, shall be given in writing the reasons for such reinstatement.

(F) The superintendent or principal, within one school day after the time of a student’s expulsion
or suspension, shall notify in writing the parent, guardian, or custodian of the student and the
treasurer of the board of education of the expulsion or suspension. The notice shall include the
reasons for the expulsion or suspension, notification of the right of the student or the student’s
parent, guardian, or custodian to appeal the expulsion or suspension to the board or to its
designee, to be represented in all appeal proceedings, to be granted a hearing before the board
or its designee in order to be heard against the suspension or expulsion, and to request that the
hearing be held in executive session, notification that the expulsion may be subject to extension
pursuant to division (F) of this section if the student is sixteen years of age or older, and
notification that the superintendent may seek the student's permanent exclusion if the suspension or expulsion was based on a violation listed in division (A) of section 3313.662 of the Revised Code that was committed when the child was sixteen years of age or older and if the student is convicted of or adjudicated a delinquent child for that violation. In accordance with the policy adopted by the board of education under section 3313.661 of the Revised Code, the notice provided under this division shall specify the manner and date by which the student or the student's parent, guardian, or custodian shall notify the board of the student's, parent's, guardian's, or custodian's intent to appeal the expulsion or suspension to the board or its designee. Any superintendent expelling a student under this section for more than twenty school days or for any period of time if the expulsion will extend into the following semester or school year shall, in the notice required under this division, provide the student and the student's parent, guardian, or custodian with information about services or programs offered by public and private agencies that work toward improving those aspects of the student's attitudes and behavior that contributed to the incident that gave rise to the student's expulsion. The information shall include the names, addresses, and phone numbers of the appropriate public and private agencies.

(G) A student or the student's parent, guardian, or custodian may appeal the student's expulsion by the superintendent or suspension by the Dean to the board or its designee. If the student or the student's parent, guardian, or custodian intends to appeal the expulsion or suspension to the board or its designee, the student or the student's parent, guardian, or custodian shall notify the board in the manner and by the date specified in the notice provided for above. The student or the student's parent, guardian, or custodian may be represented in all appeal proceedings and shall be granted a hearing before the board or its designee in order to be heard against the suspension or expulsion. At the request of the student or of the student's parent, guardian, custodian, or attorney, the board or its designee, may affirm the order of suspension or expulsion, reinstate the student, or otherwise reverse, vacate, or modify the order of suspension or expulsion. The board or its designee shall make a verbatim record of hearings held under this division (E). The decisions of the board or its designee may be appealed under Chapter 2506 of the Revised Code. This section shall not be construed to require notice and hearing in accordance with the above in the case of normal disciplinary procedures in which a student is removed from a curricular activity for a period of less than one school day and is not subject to suspension or expulsion.

(H)(1) If a student is expelled for committing any violation listed in division (A) of section 3313.662 of the Revised Code and the student was sixteen years of age or older at the time of committing the violation, if a complaint, indictment, or information is filed alleging that the student is a delinquent child based upon the commission of the violation or the student is prosecuted as an adult for the commission of the violation, and if the resultant juvenile court or criminal proceeding is pending at the time that the expulsion terminates, the superintendent of schools that expelled the student may file a motion with the court in which the proceeding is pending requesting an order extending the expulsion for the lesser of an additional eighty days
or the number of school days remaining in the school year. Upon the filing of the motion, the court immediately shall schedule a hearing and give written notice of the time, date, and location of the hearing to the superintendent and to the student and the student's parent, guardian, or custodian. At the hearing, the court shall determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe that the student committed the alleged violation that is the basis of the expulsion and, upon determining that reasonable cause to believe the student committed the violation does exist, shall grant the required extension.

(2) If a student has been convicted of or adjudicated a delinquent child for a violation listed in division (A) of section 3313.662 of the Revised Code for an act that was committed when the child was sixteen years of age or older, if the student has been expelled pursuant to division (B) of this section for that violation, and if the board of education of the school district of the school from which the student was expelled has adopted a resolution seeking the student's permanent exclusion, the superintendent may file a motion with the court that convicted the student or adjudicated the student a delinquent child requesting an order to extend the expulsion until an adjudication order or other determination regarding permanent exclusion is issued by the superintendent of public instruction pursuant to section 3301.121 and division (D) of section 3313.662 of the Revised Code. Upon the filing of the motion, the court immediately shall schedule a hearing and give written notice of the time, date, and location of the hearing to the superintendent of the school district, the student, and the student's parent, guardian, or custodian. At the hearing, the court shall determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe the student’s continued attendance in the public school system may endanger the health and safety of other students or school employees and, upon making that determination, shall grant the requested extension.

(I) The failure of the superintendent or the board of education to provide the information regarding the possibility of permanent exclusion in the notice required above is not jurisdictional, and the failure shall not affect the validity of any suspension or expulsion procedure that is conducted in accordance with this section or the validity of a permanent exclusion procedure that is conducted in accordance with sections 3301.121 and 3313.662 of the Revised Code.

(J) With regard to suspensions and expulsions provided for above, the above shall apply to any student, whether or not the student is enrolled in the district, attending or otherwise participating in any curricular program provided in a school operated by the board or provided on any other property owned or controlled by the board.

(K) Whenever a student is expelled under this section, the expulsion shall result in removal of the student from the student's regular school setting. However, during the period of the expulsion, the board of education of the school district that expelled the student or any board of education admitting the student during that expulsion period may provide educational services to the student in an alternative setting.
(L)(1) Notwithstanding sections 3109.51 to 3109.80, 3313.64, and 3313.65 of the Revised Code, The Graham School, after offering an opportunity for a hearing, may temporarily deny admittance to any student if one of the following applies:

(a) The student has been suspended from the schools of another district and the period of suspension has not expired;

(b) The student has been expelled from the schools of another district and the period of the expulsion has not expired. If a student is temporarily denied admission, the student shall be admitted to school in accordance with sections 3109.51 to 3109.80, 3313.64, or 3313.65 of the Revised Code no later than upon expiration of the suspension or expulsion period, as applicable.

(2) Notwithstanding sections 3109.51 to 3109.80, 3313.64, and 3313.65 of the Revised Code, The Graham School, after offering an opportunity for a hearing, may temporarily deny admittance to any student if the student has been expelled or otherwise removed for disciplinary purposes from a public school in another state and the period of expulsion or removal has not expired. If a student is temporarily denied admission, the student shall be admitted to school in accordance with sections 3109.51 to 3109.80, 3313.64, or 3313.65 of the Revised Code no later than the earlier of the following:

(a) Upon expiration of the expulsion or removal period imposed by the out-of-state school;

(b) Upon expiration of a period established by the district, beginning with the date of expulsion or removal from the out-of-state school, that is no greater than the period of expulsion that the student would have received under the policy adopted by the district under section 3313.661 of the Revised Code had the offense that gave rise to the expulsion or removal by the out-of-state school been committed while the student was enrolled in the district.

PERMANENT EXCLUSION PURSUANT TO SECTION 3313.662 OF THE REVISED CODE

(A) The superintendent of public instruction, pursuant to section 3313.662 and the adjudication procedures of section 3301.121 of the Revised Code, may issue an adjudication order that permanently excludes a student from attending any of the public schools of this state if the student is convicted of, or adjudicated a delinquent child for, committing, when the student was sixteen years of age or older, an act that would be a criminal offense if committed by an adult and if the act is any of the following:

(1) A violation of section 2923.122 of the Revised Code;

(2) A violation of section 2923.12 of the Revised Code, of a substantially similar municipal ordinance, or of section 2925.03 of the Revised Code that was committed on property owned or
controlled by, or at an activity held under the auspices of the board;

(3) A violation of section 2925.11 of the Revised Code, other than a violation of that section that would be a minor drug possession offense, that was committed on property owned or controlled by, or at an activity held under the auspices of the board;

(4) A violation of section 2903.01, 2903.02, 2903.03, 2903.04, 2903.11, 2903.12, 2907.02, or 2907.05 or of former section 2907.12 of the Revised Code that was committed on property owned or controlled by, or at an activity held under the auspices of the board, if the victim at the time of the commission of the act was an employee of the board;

(5) Complicity in any violation described in division (A)(1), (2), (3), or (4) of this section that was alleged to have been committed in the manner described in division (A)(1), (2), (3), or (4) of this section, regardless of whether the act of complicity was committed on property owned or controlled by, or at an activity held under the auspices of the board.

(B) A student may be suspended or expelled in accordance with section 3313.66 of the Revised Code prior to being permanently excluded from public school attendance under this section and section 3301.121 of the Revised Code.

(C)(1) If the superintendent obtains or receives proof that the student has been convicted of committing when the student was sixteen years of age or older a violation listed above or adjudicated a delinquent child for the commission when the student was sixteen years of age or older of a violation listed above, the superintendent may issue to the board a request that the student be permanently excluded from public school attendance, if both of the following apply:

(a) After obtaining or receiving proof of the conviction or adjudication, the superintendent or the superintendent’s designee determines that the student’s continued attendance in school may endanger the health and safety of other students or school employees and gives the student and the student’s parent, guardian, or custodian written notice that the superintendent intends to recommend to the board that the board adopt a resolution requesting the superintendent of public instruction to permanently exclude the student from public school attendance.

(b) The superintendent or the superintendent’s designee forwards to the board the superintendent’s written recommendation that includes the determinations the superintendent or designee made and a copy of the proof the superintendent received showing that the student has been convicted of or adjudicated a delinquent child from a violation listed above that was committed when the student was sixteen years of age or older.

(2) Within fourteen days after receipt of a recommendation from the superintendent a student be permanently excluded from public school attendance, the board, after review and consideration of all of the following available information, may adopt a resolution requesting the
superintendent of public instruction to permanently exclude the student who is the subject of the recommendation from public school attendance:

(a) The academic record of the student and a record of any extracurricular activities in which the student previously was involved;

(b) The disciplinary record of the student and any available records of the student’s prior behavioral problems other than the behavioral problems contained in the disciplinary record;

(c) The social history of the student;

(d) The student’s response to the imposition of prior discipline and sanctions imposed for behavioral problems;

(e) Evidence regarding the seriousness of and any aggravating factors related to the offense that is the basis of the resolution seeking permanent exclusion;

(f) Any mitigating circumstances surrounding the offense that gave rise to the request for permanent exclusion;

(g) Evidence regarding the probable danger posed to the health and safety of other students or of school employees by the continued presence of the student in a public school setting;

(h) Evidence regarding the probable disruption of the teaching of any school district’s graded course of study by the continued presence of the student in a public school setting;

(i) Evidence regarding the availability of alternative sanctions of a less serious nature than permanent exclusion that would enable the student to remain in a public school setting without posing a significant danger to the health and safety of other students or of school employees and without posing a threat of the disruption of the teaching of any district’s graded course of study.

Temporary Removal of a Student From Curricular and Extra-Curricular Activities

If a student’s presence poses a continuing danger to persons or property or an ongoing threat of disrupting the academic process taking place within a classroom or elsewhere on the school premises or at the Partner Sites, the Administration may remove a student from curricular or extra-curricular activities, and a teacher may remove a pupil from curricular or extra-curricular activities under that teacher’s supervision, without the notice and hearing requirements of suspension or expulsion. As soon as practical after making such removal, the teacher shall submit in writing to the Administration the reasons for such removal.
APPENDIX C

THE GRAHAM SCHOOL ANTI-DISCRIMINATION, ANTI-HARASSMENT AND ANTI-BULLYING POLICY
Amended & approved by The Graham School Board 2/5/18

GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE POLICY
The Graham School is committed to providing students with a safe, secure and supportive classroom and school environment, conducive to academic learning, experiential learning, and the development of healthy human relationships. It is the policy of the School to maintain a safe and supportive learning and working environment that is free from all forms of discrimination and harassment, including bullying, and physical or emotional harm. This policy specifically includes discrimination, harassment, or bullying related to, but not limited to, race, color, national origin, gender, gender identity, handicap, age, sexual orientation, religion or limited English skills. It also includes acts that may not relate to any particular characteristic. No student of the school shall be subjected to discrimination, harassment or bullying. No school personnel of the school shall be subjected to discrimination or harassment. This policy applies to conduct during or relating to school or school-sponsored activities, on or off school property, on any Columbus City School bus or any bus utilized on behalf of the school’s academic or experiential program and to conduct that occurs away from school that has the effect of interfering with a safe and secure school environment conducive to academic learning, experiential learning, and/or the development of healthy human relationships. This policy does not preclude the application of any provisions of State law that apply to student and teacher behavior; nor does this policy apply to speech that is otherwise protected under the state or federal constitution.

1. Within his/her area of supervision, each administrator is responsible for promoting understanding, acceptance, and assuring compliance with State and Federal laws, Board policy, and procedures governing discrimination, harassment and/or bullying.

2. The School acts to investigate all complaints, either formal or informal, verbal or non-verbal, of discrimination, harassment and/or bullying; and to discipline or take appropriate action against any student, teacher, administrator, other school personnel, or those whose actions have the effect of interfering with a safe and secure school environment.

3. Under the School policy, any student or staff member may bring a complaint against any member of the school community, a customer, vendor or contractor believed to have violated the policy.

4. The School will discipline or take appropriate action against any student, teacher, administrator or other school personnel who retaliates against (or attempts to retaliate against) any person who reports alleged discrimination, harassment, bullying, or violence; files a complaint of harassment, testifies, assists or participates in any investigation, hearing or proceeding related to such discrimination, harassment, bullying or violence. Retaliation includes, but is not limited to, any form of threat, intimidation, reprisal or discrimination.

Notice and Training
Notice of this policy will be circulated to all departments of the School and incorporated in staff and student handbooks and be available in the school office. All school staff, including any others who, at the school request have responsibility for students, will be provided yearly training to recognize and respond to discrimination, harassment, and/or bullying incidents.

Procedures
Any person who alleges discrimination, harassment and/or bullying by a staff member or student in the School may use the procedure detailed in the School’s Anti-Discrimination, Anti-Harassment, Anti-Bullying Complaint Procedure. Filing a complaint or otherwise reporting discrimination, harassment and/or bullying will not reflect upon the individual's status, nor will it affect future employment, grades or
work assignments. The right of confidentiality, for both the accuser and the accused, will be respected consistent with the School's legal obligations; with the necessity to investigate allegations of misconduct; and with the necessity to take corrective action when this conduct has occurred.

Consequences
A substantiated charge against a student in the School shall subject that student to disciplinary action consistent with the Student Code of Conduct, which may include suspension or expulsion. A substantiated charge against a staff member in the School shall subject that staff member to disciplinary action, up to and including termination. A first time offense of discrimination or harassment may be a dischargeable offense. Allegations of criminal misconduct will be reported to law enforcement, and suspected child abuse will be reported to Child Protection Services. Any supervisor or employee who violates this policy by allowing the conduct to go unaddressed will be disciplined. Such discipline may include reprimands, suspensions and/or removal.

DEFINITIONS

Nondiscrimination
The School, in compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, handicap or age in any of its policies, procedures or practices; nor does the School discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation, religion or limited English skills. This nondiscrimination policy covers student access to courses and programs, student policies and their application, and participation in and benefits of any activity in the School. The School will take any measures necessary to effectuate the requirements of these acts.

Anti-Harassment
It is a violation of this policy for any student, teacher, administrator, other school personnel, or those in a school building or attending a school function to harass a student, teacher, administrator or other school personnel through conduct or communication verbally or in writing by any medium. Harassment can be of a sexual nature, or regarding race, color, national origin, limited English skills, ethnicity, gender, disability, age, sexual orientation, religion, or having the effect of intentionally to hurt, frighten, threaten, or intimidate. A single incident may be sufficient for disciplinary action.

Harassment:
1. Has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive academic or work environment;
2. Has the purpose or effect of substantially or unreasonably interfering with an individual's academic or work performance; or
3. Otherwise adversely affects an individual's academic or employment opportunities.

Racial or Color Harassment: Racial or color harassment can include unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct, directed at the characteristics of a person's race or color, such as nicknames emphasizing stereotypes, racial slurs, comments on manner of speaking and negative references to racial customs.

National Origin and Limited English Skills Harassment: Harassment on the basis of national origin is unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct, directed at the characteristics of a person's national origin and/or limited English skills, such as negative comments regarding surnames, manner of speaking, customs, language or ethnic slurs.

Gender (sexual) Harassment: is any unwelcome sexual attention or behavior. Sexual harassment is determined by the effect on the receiver, not the intent of the harasser. Sexual harassment occurs when:
1. an individual is subject to unwelcome sexual behavior or advances and submission is made a term or condition of a person's employment or advancement or of a student's participation or advancement in school programs or activities;
2. decisions affecting employees or students are based on submission to or rejection of such sexual behavior or,
3. a hostile, intimidating, uncomfortable, offensive or nonproductive work or learning environment is created by any type of unwelcome sexual behavior.

4. Gender (sexual) harassment may include but is not limited to the following:
   a. verbal harassment or abuse of a sexual nature
   b. pressure for sexual activity
   c. repeated remarks with sexual or demeaning implications
   d. unwelcome touching
   e. sexual jokes
   f. sexual materials, posters, etc.
   g. sexually suggestive gestures or looks
   h. name-calling of a sexual nature
   i. sexual rumors
   j. sexual assault

5. Gender (sexual) harassment may occur
   a. student to student
   b. staff to student
   c. student to staff
   d. staff to staff
   e. male to male
   f. female to female
   g. male to female
   h. female to male

**Disability Harassment:** Disabled person means any person who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, has a record of such an impairment, or is regarded as having such an impairment. Major life activities include caring for one's self, performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, and working. Disability harassment includes harassment based on a person's disabling mental or physical condition and includes any unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct, directed at the characteristics of a person's disabling condition, such as imitating manner of speech or movement or interference with necessary equipment.

**Age Harassment:** Harassment on the basis of age is unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct, directed at the characteristics of a person's age, such as name calling.

**Sexual Orientation Harassment:** Harassment on the basis of sexual orientation is unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct, directed at the characteristics of a person's sexual orientation, such as negative name calling and imitating mannerisms.

**Religious Harassment:** Religious harassment consists of physical or verbal conduct which is related to an individual's religion.

**Bullying:** Bullying may occur when a student or group of students intentionally keeps hurting, frightening, threatening or excluding another student, or participates in organizing others to do so. Bullying may be verbal, written by any medium, relational, or be physical behavior over some duration. Bullying impacts in the following ways:
   1. has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive academic or school environment;
   2. has the purpose or effect of substantially or unreasonably interfering with an individual's academic or school performance;
   3. has the effect of damaging an individual's emotional or social well being; or
   4. otherwise adversely affects an individual's academic or schooling opportunities.

Bullying incidents may include but are not limited to the following:
   a. physical violence or assaults (hitting, kicking, pushing)
   b. threats, taunts and intimidation through words and/or gestures
   c. extortion, damage or stealing of money and/or possessions
   d. sexual (unwanted physical contact, attention, comments, images)
   e. homophobic (focusing on sexuality or sexual preference)
   f. name-calling and/or put-downs
g. spreading rumors or gossip, or purposefully reporting false information
h. using electronic devices to circulate gossip and rumors, sending abusive, harassing or
threatening e-mail, instant messages or other cyber-bullying.

Harassment, intimidation or bullying also includes violence within a dating relationship.

Complaint Procedure
Complaints filed pursuant to this policy shall receive prompt and equitable resolution. Documentation of follow-through and resolution in all circumstances will be maintained.

I. Complaints alleging a student as offender
1. A student’s parent/guardian may file a complaint on the student’s behalf. A complaint, filed in
good faith, alleging a violation of the School’s Anti-Discrimination, Anti-Harassment and Anti-Bullying
policy against a student may be brought to the following officials.
   a. any staff member that the student, or parent of the student, chooses,
   b. building Dean of Academics, or
   c. Superintendent

2. School personnel should intervene promptly whenever they observe student conduct that has
the purpose or effect of ridiculing, humiliating or intimidating another student/school personnel, even if
such conduct does not meet the formal definition of harassment or bullying. A staff member either
receiving a complaint, observing a violation, or substantiating a complaint of violation of the
Anti-Discrimination, Anti-Harassment and Anti-Bullying policy must intervene, and must document the
complaint on the appropriate incident report. The report is forwarded within one school day to the building
administrator who will investigate in a timely manner as required by law. Victims have the right to
representation at their own expense.

3. Communication with parents, subject to state and federal student records laws, of both the
victim and perpetrator will occur. Continued reports on a particular student may involve parents in the
development of further interventions or actions. A substantiated charge against a student in the School
shall subject that student to disciplinary action consistent with the Student Code of Conduct, which may
include suspension or expulsion. Participation in interventions does not supersede the possibility of
disciplinary action.

4. Any employee who violates this policy by allowing the conduct to go unaddressed will be
disciplined. Such discipline may include reprimands, suspensions and/or removal.

5. Semiannually a written summary of verified incidents will be provided to the Board of
Education, and will be posted on the School web page.

II. Complaint alleging school personnel as offender
1. A complaint filed in good faith alleging discrimination or harassment perpetrated by school
personnel may be brought to any of the following officials:
   a. A building dean or supervisor;
   b. Superintendent or CEO of Academics

2. The official to whom the complaint is originally brought will make the dean or supervisor, and
the Superintendent and CEO of Academics aware of the allegations.

3. Available Options - A person bringing a complaint is appraised of all options under policy by
the official taking the complaint. These options are described below:
   a. Informal resolution of the complaint
      1) with the assistance of the building dean or supervisor,
      2) with the assistance of the Superintendent or CEO of Academics.
   b. Formal resolution of the complaint
      1) filed with the building dean or supervisor,
      2) filed with the Superintendent or CEO of Academics.

4. Procedures for Intake of Complaints - The official to whom the complaint is initially brought
discusses with the complainant the following relevant considerations:
   a. The complainant should be informed that:
1) A decision to proceed informally does not preclude the filing of a formal complaint at some later time.

2) The filing of an informal complaint is not a prerequisite to a formal complaint.

3) Action on the complaint is necessary. Such action normally will not be taken without informing the complainant in advance of such action.

b. The behavior that prompted the complaint.

c. The complaint process, including the available options.

d. The issues involved in the complaint.

e. The necessity of an investigation.

f. Possible resolutions of the complaint.

g. Protection of the complainant’s interests (e.g., confidentiality consistent with the School’s legal obligations, truthfulness by both parties; communication of steps taken during the process; protection of complainant and witnesses against retaliatory action).

h. Protection of the interests of the alleged offender (e.g. confidentiality consistent with the School’s legal obligations; truthfulness by both parties; communication of any formal complaint or informal complaint; opportunity to respond to the complainant's allegations).

i. The complainant and the alleged offender are given a copy of the Anti-Discrimination, Anti-Harassment and Anti-Bullying Policy and these Complaint Procedures. Once all of the above information has been discussed, the complainant determines which option to use to resolve the complaint.

5. Matters to be investigated include:

a. Whether the specific conduct alleged constitutes a form of discrimination or harassment as defined in the Policy, including the type(s) of alleged conduct; frequency of alleged occurrence; date(s) or time period over which the alleged conduct occurred; location of alleged occurrence(s); whether similar complaints have been made by others; and all factual circumstances upon which the complaint is based.

b. The specific relationship of the alleged offender to the complainant.

c. The effect of the alleged offender’s conduct on the complainant, including any consequences that may be attributed to the conduct.

d. Whether the alleged offender was aware of the complainant’s concern regarding the behavior.

e. Whether a building dean, supervisor, Superintendent or CEO of Academics was aware of the complainant’s concern, and if so, how he/she became aware of the concern.

f. Whether any prior steps were taken to resolve the complaint.

6. Possible outcomes of investigation:

i) a finding that there is sufficient evidence supporting the alleged violation and corrective action, which could include discipline, will occur;

ii) a finding that there is insufficient evidence supporting the alleged violation; or

iii) a negotiated settlement of the complaint. A negotiated settlement of the complaint may be entered at any time during this process. A negotiated settlement must be approved by both parties and by the Superintendent.

a. Time period for investigation complaints: Investigations of formal complaints should be concluded within 30 calendar days after they are made. When it is not reasonably possible to conclude the investigation within that amount of time, the Superintendent will notify the complainant and the alleged offender in writing of the delay and reasons for the delay.

b. Notice to parties. At the conclusion of the investigation, the Superintendent promptly informs both the complainant and the alleged offender of the outcome and the factual findings.

c. Written report of findings. Upon conclusion of the investigation of a formal complaint, the Superintendent prepares a written summary of the findings. If the investigation results in a finding of any discrimination or harassment as defined in the Anti-Discrimination, Anti-Harassment, and Anti-Bullying Policy, recommendations are made to take prompt and effective action, consistent with the severity of the offense. This report is provided to the appropriate administrative official for implementation.
d. A finding may be appealed to the Superintendent, then to the Board. Such appeal will be based on the record and any new information which could not have been previously provided with reasonable diligence.

e. Sanctions. A substantiated charge against a staff member shall subject that staff member to disciplinary action which may include reprimands, suspensions with or without pay and/or termination.

Presence of Support Persons: The complainant and/or alleged offender may be accompanied at any interview by a friend, family member, legal representation and/or other individuals of the complainant’s or alleged offender's choice.

Confidentiality: To the extent possible, the Superintendent treats as confidential all information received in connection with the filing, investigation, and resolution of complaints except to the extent it is necessary to disclose particulars in the course of the investigation. Parties to a complaint should observe the same standard of discretion and respect for the reputation of all parties involved in the process.

Record Keeping: Any person conducting a formal investigation shall maintain a written record of all witness interviews, consent provided, evidence gathered and the outcomes of the investigation. A common form for record keeping will be developed and used across all schools under the TGFS name. Records of investigation will not be maintained in personnel files or student files unless part of formal corrective action. Investigatory records are maintained by the Superintendent in accordance with record retention schedules. Copies of the final report are given to the complainant and the alleged offender.

LEGAL REFS: Civil Rights Act, Title VI; 42 USC 2000d et seq.
Civil Rights Act, (Amended 1972), Title VII; 42 USC 2000e et seq.
Education Amendments of 1972, Title IX; 20 USC 1681
Executive Order 11246, as amended by Executive Order 11375
Equal Pay Act; 29 USC 206
Rehabilitation Act; 29 USC 794
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act; 20 USC 1401 et seq.
Age Discrimination in Employment Act; 29 USC 623
Immigration Reform and Control Act; 42 USC 1324a et seq.
Americans with Disabilities Act; 42 USC 12112 et seq.
Ohio Const. Art. I, Section 2
ORC 3323.01
ORC 3313.666; 3301.22; 3319.321
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1 974,
88 Stat.571.20 U.S.C. 1232g, as amended
Chapter 4112
OAC 3301-35-02(A) (1); 3301-35-03(A)
CROSS REFS: ACA, Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Gender
ACAA, Sexual Harassment
ACB, Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability
GBA, Equal Opportunity Employment
GBO, Verification of Employment Eligibility
IGAB, Human Relations Education
IGBA, Programs for Students with Disabilities
IGBAA, 504 Procedural Safeguards
IGBI, English as a Second Language (Limited English Proficiency)
IGBJ, Title I Programs
JB, Equal Educational Opportunities
JFC, Student Conduct (Zero Tolerance)
JFCF, Anti-Hazing
Staff & Student Handbooks

Appendix D: Requirements for Graduation for Classes 2021 & 2022, and Class of 2023 and Beyond - pgs. 65-69
Ohio’s High School Graduation Requirements
Classes of 2021 and 2022

Before you know it, you’ll be receiving your high school diploma. Ohio is giving you new ways to show the world what you can do with it.

As a student entering ninth grade between July 1, 2017 and June 30, 2019, Ohio’s new high school graduation requirements give you more flexibility to choose a graduation pathway that builds on your strengths and passions — one that ensures you are ready for your next steps and excited about the future.

Cover the basics
You must earn a minimum total of 20 credits in specified subjects and take your required tests. Then, decide how you will round out your diploma requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English language arts</td>
<td>4 credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>½ credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>4 credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical education</td>
<td>½ credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>3 credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social studies</td>
<td>3 credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electives</td>
<td>5 credits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Requirements
You also must receive instruction in economics and financial literacy and complete at least two semesters of fine arts. Your district may require more than 20 credits to graduate.

Show you are ready
Use at least one pathway to show that you are ready for college or a job.

1. Ohio’s State Tests
Earn at least 18 points on seven end-of-course state tests. End-of-course tests are:
   - Algebra I or Integrated Math I
   - Geometry or Integrated Math II
   - American Government
   - American History
   - English I
   - English II
   - Biology

   Each test score earns you up to five graduation points. You must have a minimum of four points in math, four points in English and six points across science and social studies. Your school and district receive grades on the Ohio School Report Cards for all students’ scores and participation on state tests.

2. Industry credential and workforce readiness
Earn a minimum of 12 points by receiving a State Board of Education-approved, industry-recognized credential or group of credentials in a single career field and earn the required score on WorkKeys, a work-readiness test. The state of Ohio will pay one time for you to take the WorkKeys test.

3. College and career readiness tests
Earn remediation-free scores in mathematics and English language arts on either the ACT or SAT.

The Ohio Department of Higher Education works with Ohio’s universities to set the remediation-free scores for the ACT and SAT tests. Periodically, for a variety of reasons, these scores may be adjusted. For all high school juniors, the remediation-free scores set by Feb. 1 of their junior year will be used to meet their graduation requirement. The most up-to-date information regarding remediation-free scores can be found on the Department’s graduation requirements webpage.
You can meet **new requirements** by demonstrating competency and readiness for a job, college, military or a self-sustaining profession.

### Show competency

Earn a passing score on Ohio’s high school Algebra I and English II tests. Students who do not pass the test will be offered additional support and must retake the test at least once.

**Is testing not your strength?** After you have taken your tests, there are three additional options to show competency!

**Option 1.**

Demonstrate Two Career-Focused Activities*:
- **Foundational**
  - Proficient scores on WebXams
  - A 12-point industry credential
  - A pre-apprenticeship or acceptance into an approved apprenticeship program
- **Supporting**
  - Work-based learning
  - Earn the required score on WorkKeys
  - Earn the OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal

**Option 2.**

**Enlist in the Military**

Show evidence that you have signed a contract to enter a branch of the U.S. armed services upon graduation.

**Option 3.**

**Complete College Coursework**

Earn credit for one college-level math and/or college-level English course through Ohio’s free College Credit Plus program.

---

**AND**

### Show readiness

Earn two of the following diploma seals, choosing those that line up with your goals and interests. These seals give you the chance to demonstrate academic, technical and professional skills and knowledge that align to your passions, interests and planned next steps after high school.

At least one of the two must be Ohio-designed:

- OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal (Ohio)
- Industry-Recognized Credential Seal (Ohio)
- College-Ready Seal (Ohio)
- Military Enlistment Seal (Ohio)
- Citizenship Seal (Ohio)
- Science Seal (Ohio)
- Honors Diploma Seal (Ohio)
- Seal of Biliteracy (Ohio)
- Technology Seal (Ohio)
- Community Service Seal (Local)
- Fine and Performing Arts Seal (Local)
- Student Engagement Seal (Local)

---

*At least one of the two must be a Foundational skill

---

*Want to learn more? Contact your school counselor or visit education.ohio.gov/graduation*
Ohio’s High School Graduation Requirements
Classes of 2023 and Beyond

**It’s Your Future. Get Ready.**

**Before you know it, you’ll be receiving your high school diploma. Ohio is giving you new ways to show the world what you can do with it.**

As a student entering ninth grade on or after **July 1, 2019**, Ohio’s new high school graduation requirements give you more flexibility to choose a graduation pathway that builds on your strengths and passions – one that ensures you are ready for your next steps and excited about the future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum Credits Required for Graduation</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English language arts</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical education</td>
<td>½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social studies</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electives</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First, cover the basics**

You must earn a minimum total of 20 credits in specified subjects and take your required tests. Then, decide how you will round out your diploma requirements.

**Second, show competency**

Earn a passing score on Ohio’s high school Algebra I and English II tests. Students who do not pass the test will be offered additional support and must retake the test at least once.

**Is testing not your strength?** After you have taken your tests, there are three additional ways to show competency!

**Option 1.**

**Demonstrate Two Career-Focused Activities**:

- **Foundational**
  - Proficient scores on WebXams
  - A 12-point industry credential
  - A pre-apprenticeship or acceptance into an approved apprenticeship program

- **Supporting**
  - Work-based learning
  - Earn the required score on WorkKeys
  - Earn the OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal

*At least one of the two must be a Foundational skill

**Option 2.**

**Enlist in the Military**

Show evidence that you have signed a contract to enter a branch of the U.S. armed services upon graduation.

**Option 3.**

**Complete College Coursework**

Earn credit for one college-level math and/or college-level English course through Ohio’s free College Credit Plus program.

**Other Requirements**

You also must receive instruction in economics and financial literacy and complete at least two semesters of fine arts. Your district may require more than 20 credits to graduate.
Third, show readiness

Earn two of the following diploma seals, choosing those that line up with your goals and interests. These seals give you the chance to demonstrate academic, technical and professional skills and knowledge that align to your passions, interests and planned next steps after high school.

At least one of the two must be Ohio-designed:

- OhioMeansJobs Readiness Seal (Ohio)
- Industry-Recognized Credential Seal (Ohio)
- College-Ready Seal (Ohio)
- Military Enlistment Seal (Ohio)
- Citizenship Seal (Ohio)
- Science Seal (Ohio)
- Honors Diploma Seal (Ohio)
- Seal of Biliteracy (Ohio)
- Technology Seal (Ohio)
- Community Service Seal (Local)
- Fine and Performing Arts Seal (Local)
- Student Engagement Seal (Local)

Want to learn more? Contact your school counselor or visit education.ohio.gov/graduation